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Officials:
Burning
of debris
explained

Murray, KY 42071

Essay winners announced
6 picked
as best
among
entries

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those wanting to burn debris
and other refuse in MurrayCalloway County may do so,
but only under rules set for the
normal Spring burning season
by the Kentucky Division of
Forestry and local fire officials.
According to Forestry regulations, it is illegal to burn anything within 150 ft. of any
woodland between the hours of
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. during the

II See Page
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
About 100 people gathered 10
the
Murray
Woman's
Clubhouse Monday night to
honor winners of the Steve
McReynolds Community Essay
Contest.

See Essays on 6A

2

%catty weather cocid
bring down more kmbs
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Forecasters say windy conditions in western Kentucky
could bring down more limbs
and trees damaged in the
January ice storm.
A wind advisory is in effect
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. CDT
Tuesday in advance of a cold
front.
Weather
The National
Service said south winds will
increase to between 25 mph
and 35 mph by afternoon and
gusts up to 50 mph are possible.
Forecasters advise securing
lawn furniture and being careful while driving, especially in
high profile vehicles, such as
vans.
The winds will diminish as
the cold front moves into western Kentucky on Tuesday
night.
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The community essay winners
from elementary, middle and
high school levels were honored, as well as adult essay and
poetry winners and a winner foi
a tribute to Missy Jenkins
Smith. The community elemen-.
tary winner was fifth-grader
Clara Arnold of East Calloway
County; the middle school winner was seventh-grader Kaylee
Capps of Murray Middle:
School; and the high school
FiAWKINS TEAGUEiLedger & Times
The winners of the Steve McReynolds Community Essay Contest pose for a picture in front of the hearth in the Murray winner was homeschooled 11thgrader Lowell Stevens. The
Woman's Clubhouse Monday night. Pictured, from left to right, are Lowell Stevens, Hope Foster, Kaylee Capps, James H. adult essay went to MMS
Frank, Clara Arnold and Keisha Orr.
teacher Hope Foster and the
adult poem went to retired
Murray State University professor Dr. James H. Frank. The
tribute award went to Keisha
Orr. an eighth-grader at
Calloway County Middle
School.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club helped
to sponsor the contest. Alpha
member Trish Barton said her
Is.
and
she
doesn't
like
it
labor
now
concerning
a
change
objections
By TOM BERRY
house had been covered with
The department is wanting to
of policy that could affect farm and they are wanting to roll
Staff Writer
papers and paperclips because
resume standards in effect in
Calloway County farmers income and hiring for the 2009 them back."
of the huge response to the congrowers
that
would
require
normal
com2008
Paschall
said
the
remaining
season
and
beyond.
have only four days
test in its second year. The con"We have worked for 15 years ment period usually extended to pay the same wage rates as test was started last year in
to influence a U.S. Department
of Labor decision concerning to make things work better and for 45 to 60 days; however the last year.
honor of McReynolds, who died
"They are changing horses in
how much they will have to pay get a reasonable wage rate out of comment period concerning the
in a car accident in 2007, and
half
of
the
confarm laborers this year under the the Department of Labor. It took switch for 2009 is much shorter. mid-stream and
this year also paid tribute to
"They've only given 10 days," tracts are already in the system
all of last year to get it done, but
H2A program.
Smith, who survived the 1997
Mark we got that done last fall and it Paschall said. "It's nothing more and they are wanting to put a
Calloway
grower
Heath High School shooting in
until
Paschall told the Murray Ledger was supposed to go into effect in than politics and we have
& Times that farmers have until January," Paschall said. "But Friday to make comments on
•See Page 3A
Friday to voice support or we've got a new secretary of this if we want to keep it like it •See Page 2A

Paschall: Farmers must move
quickly on farm income policy

Dan Forecast Obama tries to temper
Dy The Associated Press
Tuesday...Wind advisory in
effect from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Mostly cloudy. A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms in the afternoon. Highs
in the lower 70s.
night...Breezy.
Tuesday
Showers and scattered thunderstorms. Lows in the lower 50s.
Chance of precipitation 90 percent.
Wednesday...Partly sunny. A
30 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 60s.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 40$.
sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the mld 60s.
night.. Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 50.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms
SPONSORED BY

furor over AIG bonuses
Prime-time news
conference set
Tuesday night
By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama is trying to dampen a fire he once
stoked, urging a more tempered
response to public furor over
bonuses paid to executives of
the publicly rescued insurance
giant American International
Group.
Mama is virtually certain to
use Tuesday's prime-time news
conference to continue an effort
that began over the weekend:
cooling the anti-AIG ferocity,
now that it threatens to undermine his efforts to bail out the
nation's deeply troubled finan-

cial sector.
Obama's tone changed dra
matically after the House voted
last week for targeted taxes to
take back most of the $165 million in bonuses paid to A1G
executives. Many lawmakers
felt Obama had encouraged
their step, because he called the
bonuses reckless, outrageous
and unjustified.
In the White House, however,
the situation seemed to be spinning out of control. Some fellow
Democrats questioned the constitutionality and wisdom of the
House's action. Executives of
other troubled companies signaled they would not make
deals with a federal government
that revises agreements after
they are signed.
On Sunday, Obama told CBS'

•See Page 3A

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
FIRE TRAINING: During training exercises Monday, Murray Fire Department training officer
Mike Farley is carried out of the training trailer by three Murray firefighters. As part of the training, Farley played the role of a firefighter with a broken leg that needed to be rescued. The
trailer is outfitted with moveable walls, multiple entry and exit points and the option to have
artificial smoke or actual fire.
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In lust a few minutes. heavy periods are over and done.
Light, less painful periods with one
8-minute treatment in the doctor's office.
vL,v.. NI. P
FREE.
• Was,no hormones no IndeiOne
• bedaub in office treatment
• Proven 8-yeai track record
• Go back to you' normal routine in lust one day

II Burning ... •Farmers
From Front
spring forest Inc hazard season
which extends from February
15 through April 30. according
to Forestry Spokeswoman Lynn
Brammer Monday.
There is no current ban issued
by Gov. Steve Beshear or the
Kentucky Division of Forestry
in effect; however those wanting to burn debns within the
Murray city limits also must
still obtain permission from the
Murray Fire Department.
Forestry officials caution residents that safe burning should
be conducted only during favorable weather conditions of high
humidity and calm winds and
the fire should be put out immediately if windy conditions risk
the fire spreading to adjacent
areas, according to a news
release from Forestry officials.
Burn piles should be small to
allow to allow quick control of
the fire if necessary. All burn
piles should be continuously
monitored until completely
extinguished and the fire kept
under control with a source of
water and/or shovel nearby.
Those burning debris are asked
to build an adequate fire break
of at least a 10 ft. width of
cleared vegetation around the
bum pile. The pile should be
located an adequate distance
from other burn piles and/or
structures and not under utilities
lines above or over utilities that
are buried. Do not burn debris
under trees or other overhead
material that may catch fire.
Those causing a fire in a forested area could be charged the
cost of putting out the fire.
For more information, contact
the Kentucky Division of
Forestry at 502-564-4496.

• Less painful periods

MSU's Mayes named
to position by governor

- Safe Illernative to having a hysterecionly
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HILLIARD LYONS

In times like these, you need
the wisdom and advice that
only experience can offer.
With the latest developments in the financial markets,
you may be considering a change in financial advisors.
Consider then, Hilliard Lyons, a Midwestern-based
wealth management firm with a 150-year tradition of
stability, soundness and service.
Our primary focus is to serve our clients in an objective
manner.This operating philosophy has served us well for
more than 150 years and we believe that it will serve you
well t(x). If this sounds like the kind of financial partner
you need in today's markets, please give us a call.
Ron Arant
First Vice President
Financial Consultant

Heath Scott
First Vice President
Financial Consultant
414 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800-444-1854
Securities offered through J J B Hilliard. WI. I yons I LC I NYSE, FINRA Et siPc.

From Front

M.Gregory Mayes, an assistant professor at Murray State
University, is among a group
Gov. Steve Beshcar has
appointed to a pool to serve on
the Finance and Administration
Cabinet Architectural Services
Selection Committee.
Beshear recently annoucned numerous appointments to
Kentucky boards and commissions.

After 14
deaths, plane
crash's cause
still elusive
BUTTE, Mont.(AP)•— The
investigation into the cause of
the plane crash that killed 14
people is focusing on issues
including ice formation and
why the pilot changed his flight
plan without giving an explanation.
The work is significantly
complicated because the plane
did not have a cockpit voice
recorder or flight data recorder,
the pilot made no mayday call,
and there is no key radar data on
the last stages of the flight.
Investigators say it could
take months to pinpoint the
cause.
Fourteen
people
died
Sunday when the single-engine
Pilatus PC-I2 nose-dived into a
cemetery near the Butte airport
and burst into flames. An experienced pilot was at the controls.
Seven adults and seven children from three California families were killed. Relatives said
the victims were headed to an
exclusive resort on a ski vacation, and gave the children's
ages as 1, 3, 5. 7 and 9, plus two
4-year-olds.
While descending toward
Butte's Bert Mooney Airport.
the plane passed through a layer
of air at about 1,500 feet that
was conducive to icing because
the temperature was below
freezing and the air "had 100
percent relative humidity or
was saturated." according to
AccuWeather. a forecasting
service in State College. Pa.
Safety experts said similar
icing condition existed when a
Continental Airlines twinengine turboprop crashed into a
home near Buffalo Niagara
International
Airport
last
month, killing 50.
it

suspension on it.- Paschall said.
"They are doing it under the
guise of timeliness. but I've
been in the program for 20 years
and I've had more years when
my (workers) have been late
because of their paperwork than
they have been here, but they
are actually on time this year."
According to a news release
from the Department of Labor
March 13, DOL Secretary Hilda
Solis has proposed a ninemonth suspension of the Bush
Administration
regulation
changing the H2A agricultural
guest worker program. The
changes made it easier for growers to slash pay of domestic
farm workers, reduce housing
benefits and hire imported foreign laborers instead of U.S.
field workers.
"We thank Secretary of Labor

Hilda Solis for the pending suspension of the Bush H-2A regulations. These regulations represented one of the most significant steps backwards for farm
workers in the past several
decades." said United Farm
Workers President Arturo S.
Rodriguez.
The Bush Administration
changes took effect Saturday.
January 17, but Solis plans to
reverse those changes and reinstate the policies that were in
effect until that time. Those
wanting to make comment on
Solis' proposal are asked to contact the DOL by going on-line at
www.dol.gov. Access is also
provided by telephone at 1-866487-2365 or 1-203-693-6000
from 8 a.m. until 9 p.m. Email
may be accepted by clicking on
Office
the
of
Worker
Compensation Programs on the
Web page under "Contact Us."

Grand jury returns Millwood indictment
By TOM BERRY
course, according to Calloway
Start Wnter
County Sheriff's Department
A Murray State University officials. The age of sexual constudent teacher accused of hav- sent in Kentucky is 16, but it is
ing sex with a Calloway County illegal for a person in a position
High School girl has been of authority to have sexual conindicted on first-degree sexual tact with a minor.
abuse charge by a Calloway
The accused was lodged in
County grand jury.
Calloway County Jail, but was
John "Drew" Millwood. 24. later released on a $10,000 cash
of 1602 Apt. B. Bourland Lane, bond on the condition that he
has been charged with allegedly has no contact with the victim.
meeting with a 17-year-old is not arrested again and appear
female CCHS student after in court. Arraignment for
school and driving with her to a Millwood has been set for
location in the county where Monday. April 13 in Calloway
they allegedly had sexual inter- County Circuit Court.

Kentuck y
News in Brief
Anal days of legislature uncertain
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky General Assembly
may adjourn later this week without taking action on a number of
high-profile proposals.
Legislative leaders said Monday it's uncertain whether the legislature will pass a number of measures including new tax incentives
for retaining and attracting Kentucky businesses. Lawmakers also
are considering a plan to establish an authority to manage construction of new bridges over the Ohio River between Kentucky'
and Indiana.
That means a proposal that would require women seeking an
abortion to have an ultrasound consultation before undergoing the
procedure is also uncertain, among other measures.
Speaker Greg Stumbo, a Prestonsburg Democrat, says under nev,
House rules, the chamber may only consider any vetoes Gov.
Steve Beshear makes to measures that have cleared both chambers
Lawmakers, however, have the power to override that rule.

lury acquits mother in death of newborn
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (API — A Jury has acquitted a tomier college student-athlete in the death of her newborn.
The Courier-Journal reported that a Jefferson County jury acquitted 20-year-old Kathryn "Katie" McCoy of Plainfield. Ind., on a
murder charge but convicted her of tampering with physical evidence.
She was sentenced to two years in prison and taken directly into
custody to begin serving her time. She is also eligible for shock
probation.
McCoy, a member of the school's golf team, was charged with
murder after giving birth Oct. 24. 2007. in the bathroom of her
dorm room at Bellarmine University in Louisville.
Prosecutors contended that McCoy let her baby die, then tried to
hiT
dewo
thm
e
medical experts for the defense said that the baby, later
named Adelaide, was alive at birth but likely asphyxiated soon
after because of a problem during birth.

Multi-state manhunt continues for escapees

CAMPBELLSBURG. Ky.. I AP) --- The search for three inmates
who escaped from an Indiana state pnson has spread over
several
states after the men assaulted three Kentucky residents and
stole
guns, cash and clothing, police said Monday.
Authorities. including U.S. Marshals, had originally intensified
their search in northern Kentucky after the inmates
assaulted.
bound and held three people at home in Sanders Monday morning.
Kentucky State Trooper Seth Willis said. Police said the inmates
stole 10 guns, cash and flannel shirts and blue jeans,
and one of
the residents had to be flown to a hospital in Louisville for
treatment.
Earlier Monday, state Police Capt. Dean Hayes in
Campbellsburg
said the men took a dull green 1998 Ford Ranger
4X4 super cab
with Kentucky registration plate 7824BZ from the
Sanders house.
The three escaped from the Branchville Correctional
Facility in
Inp
do
ian
licaeosa
nid
Fritty.
h
escapees are Bobby Cockerel! III, 31. of
Jeffersonville. Ind., who is serving a 20-year sentence
for burglary;
Christopher J. Marshall. 49, of Fort Scott, Kan., who
is serving a
50-year sentence for dealing cocaine; and Jerry Sargent,
59, of
Williamstown. Ky., who is serving a 50-year sentence
for armed
robbery and a 20-year sentence for criminal
confinement.

Governor lists projects for Ft. Knox area

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear has
outlined $100 million in projects for the Fort Knox
area.
Beshear detailed Monday how the state is planning
to utilize the
money, which the Kentucky General Assembly
authorized last
April.
The governor said the state plans to use the
money to build threc
new roads, three water projects and five sewer projects
in communities surrounding Fort Knox. Money will also be
used to renovate
an elementary and middle school in the area.
Fort Knox is expanding under a 2005 reorganization
.
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Wesley C.(Boomer) Wyatt

Wesley C.(Boomer) Wyatt. 79. Wingo, formerly of
Kirksey, died
Monday. March 23, 2009. at 5:05 a.m. at Heritage
Manor Health
Care Facility. Mayfield.
He was a retired construction worker with Hubert
Construction
Co.
Preceding him in death were his parents. A.B. and Vernie Riley
Wyatt: four brothers, Davis, Raymond. Luther and
Truman Wyatt:
seven sisters, Pauline Elliott, Magaline Gill, Jessie
Mason. Mavis
Holland. Avis Crouch, Verlene Morgan and Hahne Crick; one
stepson. Richard Taylor.
Survivors include two stepsons, Charles Taylor and John Taylor.
Wingo:one stepdaughter, Debbie Taylor, Fulton; four stepgrandch
ildren: one stepgreat-grandchild; several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be Thursday at 2 p.m. a Wyatt
Cemetery
in L'alloway County. Visitation will be at Byrn
Funeral Home.
Mayfield. from 5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Mary Ruth FahveN Offutt

Mrs. Mary Boni Falwell (Mutt. University Place. Wash.,
died
Wednesday. March 18. 2009, at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Kirby Offutt, on Dec.
25. 2003, one son. Donald Wayne Offutt, in 1969, and her father,
Oscar Falwell. She was born July II, 1935, in Calloway County,
Ky.
Survivors include one daughter, Pamela Butler, Tacoma. Wash:
her mother, Reba Falwell Hemdon, one sister, Wanda Bailey
and
husband. Green, and one brother, Wade Hemdon and wife, Kathy.
all of Murray, Ky.; several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be held Saturday. April 4. in Tacoma,
Wash. Weeks'Dyer Mortuary. Tacoma. is in charge of arrangements.

William Keeney Beshear

Tuesday. %larch 24. 2009 • 3A

Health insurance squeezes America's workers
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Cindy
Ramer works full-time nursing
the mentally disabled, making
sure their medical needs are met.
But the 58-year-old widow hasn't had a doctor's checkup in
more than three years, ever since
the nursing home where she
works decided it could no longer
afford to offer medical insurance
to its employees.
"I don't think it's fair that I'm
caring for people and helping
them with their health care, and I
don't have adequate. affordable
health care of my own," said
Ramer, of Denver, Iowa.
American workers - whose
taxes pay for massive government
health programs - are getting
squeezed like no other group by
private health insurance premiums that are rising much faster
than their wages.
While just about all retirees are
covered, and nearly 90 percent of
children have health insurance,
workers now are at significantly
higher risk of being uninsured
than in the 1990s, the last time
lawmakers attempted a health
care overhaul, according to a
study to be released Tuesday.
The study for the Robert Wood

SHERWAN,Ore.- William Keeney Beshear,
56. 819 S. Bridge St., Sheridan. OR 97378, died
Saturday. March 7. 2009. at 10:26 p.m. at Sheridan
Care Center.
He worked for Spirit M. Casino in Oregon. His
hobbies were golf, hunting, fishing and movies and
the Colts Football Team. Preceding him in death
were his parents. Garrett and Lucy Beshear of
Murray. Ky., and one brother. Gary Beshear of
From Front
Iowa.
"60
Minutes" the House's plan
Survivors include his wife, Marie Beshear, to
B•shoar
whom he had been married for 22 years; stepson, to slap a special tax on the AIG
David Mossor, Houston. Texas; stepdaughter, executives would be unconstituTreena Rehkolf. San Diego, Calif.; nephew, Marc Beshear, and tional. Borrowing a line from
niece. Shalie Beshear. both of Iowa; five grandchildren.
his Feb. 24 speech to Congress,
Mr. Beshear had donated his body to science and had said "I hope he said he would not "govern
some life may come from my passing.- A Memorial/Irish Wake was out of anger."
held in Sheridan.
In an essay that was published
in 31 newspapers around the
Donald H. Dorm
world Tuesday. Mama wrote:
A private family graveside service for Donald H. Dorm was held
"Rigorous transparency and
at Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
accountability must check
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Ctoron, 63. Murray, died Friday. March 20, 2009, at 10:15 abuse, and the days of out-ofcontrol compensation must end.
p.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
He was a member of Antioch Church of Christ. Born April IS. Instead of patchwork efforts that
1945. he was the son of the late Hansford Doron and Katie Harrison enable a race to the bottom, we
must provide the clear incenDoron.
Survivors include one son, Mark Doran and wife, Tammy, and tives for good behavior that fosthree grandchildren. Amyah. Brianna and Chiara Doran. all of ter a race to the top."
Murray.
'Meanwhile, top
Obama
_spokesman Robert Gibbs said
White House officials were
Mrs. Earlene Statics DarnaN
heartened by the strong rally on
A graveside service for Mrs. Earlene Starks Darnall was Monday Wall Street Monday in the wake
at II a.m. at Starks Cemetery. Hardin. Josh Herndon officiated. of its announcement of a plan to
Pallbearers were David Snow. David. Jared and Blake Thorn, Terry work with private investors to
Hannah and Pearly McClure. active; Sam Snow, honorary. Imes- sop up as much as SI trillion in
Miller Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Online condo- bad assets still held b y struglences may be made at www.imesmillercona.
gling banks.
Mrs. Darnall. 91, Murray, died Saturday. March 21, 2009. at
But Gibbs also said Tuesday
10:35 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
he believes the administration
Preceding her in death were her husband. Earl Darnall: two sons.
Glenn and James Arvis Darnall; four brothers, James. Virgil, Hoy ultimately will be judged by its
and Brooks Starks: one sister. Katie Redden; one grandson, Glenn ability to restore a healthy econMitchell Darnall. Born May 19, 1917, in Marshall County, she was omy. not on "what happens yesterday or today in the market."
the daughter of the late Walter Starks and Daisy Pace Starks.
"I think the American people
Survivors include two granddaughters. Penny Snow and husband. David. Murray. and Mary Jo Thorn and husband. David, Mt. want to get back to sustained,
Juliet, Tenn.; one sister, Melba Sinter. and one daughter-in-law. long-term economic growth."
he said on CBS's "The Early
Sarah Darnall. both of Murray.
Show." Gibbs said that's precisely what Obama is focused
Mrs. Gladys Heater Travis
The funeral for Mrs. Gladys Heater Travis will be Wednesday. at on as the administration tries to
II a.m in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Bob Jump-start the economy.
Alexander and Chris Alexander will officiate. Burial will follow in
"Obviously we're pleased by
the Smithland Cemetery, Smithland.
what happened in the market yesterVisitation will be today (Tuesday)from 5 to 8 p.m. at the funer- day." he said. But Gibbs added that
al home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Lakeshore
Methodist Camp, Lakeshore United Methodist Assembly, 1458 Pilot
Knob Road. Eva,TN 38333.
Mrs. Travis, 82, Calvert City, died Sunday. March 22, 2009. at
From Front
2:15 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
A retired beautician, she was preceded in death by her husband, Paducah and has since written
Herbert A. Travis Jr.. and one sister. Thelma Kennedy Dycus. Born the book, "I Choose to Be
in Detroit. Mich.. she was the daughter of the late Jessie and Vivian Happy," about her experiences
Heater.
forgiving the shooter.
Survivors include one daughter. Tane Alexander. Almo; one son,
Barton said Smith has been an
Herbert A. Travis III. Calvert City; six grandchildren and six great- inspiration to students everygrandchildren.
where she has spoken about her
expenences and the issue of bullying and Smith said it was an
Macey Layne Travis
honor to be a part of the contest.
A
se,,,,e, Iii Macey Layne Travis was Saturday at 10 Greg
McReynolds. Steve's
a.m. at Barnett Cemetery. Rev. Tim Cole officiated. Imes-Miller
Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Online condolences brother, thanked everyone for
their participation, saying it was
may be made at www.imesmiller. Corn.
Macey Layne Travis, infant daughter. died Tuesday. March 17. a great way to honor his brother's strong character.
2009, at 10:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"My brother overcame lots of
Preceding her in death was her great-grandparents. Willie and
obstacles, but always with a
Dora Barnett. Thomas Hodges, and Essie Morris.
Survivors include her parents. Brad and Rena Travis. and two smile on his face, character and
brothers. Zachary and Tyler Dunn. all of Benton; grandparents. Pat integrity." he said.
and Carol Hodges. Murray, and Pat Travis and Gary and Barb
Students from each grade
Travis, and great-grandparents. Paula White and Charles Travis. all were also honored as school
of Benton; one uncle, Ronald Hodges and wife. Sharma. Murray: designees. In addition to the
cousins. Emerson. Cody Zach, Katelyn and Makensie.
community winners, these
included third-graders John

•Obama

Johnson Foundation found that
nearly 1 in 5 workers is uninsured, a significant increase from
fewer than I in 7 during the mid1990s.
The problem is cost. Total premiums for employer plans have
risen six to eight times faster than
wages, depending on whether
individual or family coverage is
picked, the study found.
"The thing I think is interesting
is how many workers are newly
uninsured," said Lynn Bkwett.
director of the State Health
Access Data Assistance Center at
the University of Minnesota.
which conducted the research. "In
the last couple of years we've
seen a deterioration of private
health insurance."
About 20.7 million workers
were uninsured in the mid-1990s.
A decade later, it was 26.9 million, an increase of about 6 million. the study found.
In the 1990s. there were eight
states with 20 percent or more of
the working age population uninsured. Now there are 14: Alaska,
Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Florida, Georgia. Louisiana,
Mississippi, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon,
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Lare research. II s clear that we
are at the brink."
For the Ramer family, it's
already too late. Husband Jim, a
truck driver for a road-building
company. died of a heart attack in
2005 at the age of 59. He was
uninsured and trying to cope with
diabetes, a chronic disease that
requires prescription drugs and
follow-up medical care to control.
His widow. Cindy. 58, is a certified nursing assistant who lest
her health care benefits three
years ago. Now,instead of regular
doctor checkups. she goes to
health fairs for bone-density
measurements and other screening tests.
-I'm not asking for a handout.
I'm just asking for something I
can afford, and won't have all
these restrictions that they!ll
cover this and won't cover that."
Ramer says she can afford to pay.
about $100 to $150 a month.:It
anything. the situation for workers appears to be worse than
reflected in the report It analyztd
census data through 2007, the West year available. But that 1.4s
before the economy tumbled into
recession.
•

pated what the House did," tion said the action "rightly
Bennett said, and Obama was reflects the outrage that so maiy
"we don't spend a lot of time wor- wise to stop short of explicitly feel
over the lavish bonuses" to
rying about what happens each day embracing the legislation. Now, AIG executives.
But it stopped
in the market."
he said, the administration may short of saying Obama would
The political dance may be far have bought enough time to let sign the bill, even
if the Senate
from over as Obama continues tempers cool.
approves it.
to weigh the potency of public
New York Attorney General
On Monday. Gibbs continued 40
anger against the danger of Andrew Cuomo said Monday be evasive. "We will certainly evaloverreacting and alienating that 15 employees who received uate whatever were to come down
bank executives whose coopera- some of the largest bonuses Pennsylvania Avenue- from the
tion is needed in the bid to get from AIG have agreed to return House and Senate, he said.
credit flowing again.
them in full, totaling more than
His comments were more
A mob can be useful in driving $30 million.
tepid than those Obama made, a
Congressional Republicans week earlier. Then, the president
a political movement, "but its
usefulness tends to dissipate say Obama has contradicted said he had directed Geithner 'to
when you're trying to craft care- himself and confused voters.
"pursue every legal avenue 'to
"We're getting whiplash block these bonuses and make
ful policy," said John Feehery, a
former aide to top GOP law- watching the administration the American taxpayer whole.'
makers. After playing into the careen back and forth," said
Some
congressiortitl
public fury over the AIG bonus- Antonia Ferrier, spokeswoman Democrats are pursuing straites for days, Obama and his for House GOP leader John gies that might get Obama If
allies "are in danger of being Boehner of Ohio.
the hook by using bureaucratic
Clearly the administration still powers - not legislation lie
trampled by the mob,".he_said.
"They have to coolly explain sees the AIC iss-ue as-clangerOus 'would have to sigifiir
and sensitive. After the House rescind all or part of the AIG
what they're trying to do."
Earlier Monday. the White House vote last week, the administra- bonuses
said it will team with investors to
initially buy as much as $I trillion
in bad assets from banks reluctant
to make loans. The embattled treasury secretary. Timothy Geithner.
asked for patience, saying such
Indivdtial. Small Business & Farm Returns.
partnerships must proceed despite
•
Limited Openings • Call NoW1
"deep anger and outrage" over the
•
bonus payments.
For °barna, the challenge is to
keep a pulse on the anger while giving the public time to calm down,
and perhaps be distracted by other
.10 returns tiled electronic:ally.
events in the coming days.

Taxes by Joyce, Inc;
753-6069

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

"It's tricky, and the wind shifts
very fast," said Matt Bennett,
vice president of Third Way, a
pro-Democratic group. Obama
quickly realized the virulence of
the public's anger over the AIG
bonuses and the need to
respond, he said.
"But I don't think they antici-
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South Carolina and -texas.
Yet workers continue to pay the
bill for covering others. Their
payroll taxes help support
Medicare, which covers the elderly. Income taxes and other federal
and state levies pay for covering
the poor and the children of lowincome working parents. But
government provides little direct
assistance to help cover workers
themselves.
"There really aren't safety-net
programs for adults." Blewett
said.
The study comes as the Obama
administration is scrambling to
maintain support for a health care
overhaul this year in the face of
record federal deficits. A program like President Barack
Obama's, which would commit
the nation to coverage for all, is
estimated to cost about $1.5 trillion over 10 years. Yet the U.S.
health care system, already the
world's costliest, is also considered one of the most wasteful.
"I don't think we can delay
action beyond this year." said Dr.
Risa I avizzo-Mourey, president
of the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation. which provides
extensive financing for health

Parish of East Calloway and
Cole
Foster of Murray
Elementary;
fourth-graders
Morgan Moredock of East
Calloway. Maddie Rose of
North Calloway and Anna Cate
Brown of Murray Middle
School; and
fifth-graders
Allison Manning of North
Calloway Elementary and
Tanner Foster of Murray
Middle.
Middle school designees
included sixth-graders John
Koelsch of Murray Middle and
Delissa Green of Calloway
County Middle School; seventh-grader Erica Rogers of
CCMS; and eighth-graders John
Lollar of MMS and On of
CCMS. High school designees
included ninth-grader Kristen
Morris and 10th-grader Ian
Holmes of Murray High School
and 12th-grader Amy Winkler.
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Poetry and Short
Story district winners
announced by MWC
The Murray Woman's Club
recently conducted its annual
Short Story and Poetry Contest
and received 94 submissions
from the Murray City School
students, according to Judy
Kelso. second vice president.
Members of the club judged the
stones and poems and chose 17
first, second, and third place
winners.
The winners are listed as follows:
Grades 1-3 — Poetry:
Elizabeth Houck, first; Kirsten
Scott, second; Ethan Back.
third; Short Stories: Koby
Knight, first; Ryan Wezner, second; and Sara Ann Bazzell,
third. Teachers — Kandi
Dawson, Holly Bloodworth and
Beth Wood.
Grades 4-6 — Poetry: Taylor
McKnight. first; Tanner Foster,
second; Brynn Jones, third;
Short Stories: Grace Campbell,
first; Tatunia Hardin, second;
Phoebe
Zimmerer.
third.
Teachers — Sherri Bazzell,

Michelle Handegan and Shen
Rust.
Grades 7-9 — Poetry': Adam
Clark. first; Shelby Stress, second; and Ashlee Edminster,
third. Teachers — Hope Foster
and Mandy Swain.
Grades 10-12 — Poetry: Alex
Adams. first; Michael Orr, second. Short Story: Paul Gong,
first. Teacher -- Laurie
Edminster.
Genie May placed first in the
Club Woman Short Story
Contest.
All first place winner entries
have been forwarded to the state
office of the
Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs to
compete with clubs across the
state; winners of that competition will be announced in April
at the state convention in
Louisville.
Local winners will be recognized during a program at the
Murray Woman's Club house on
Thursday at 6 p.m. with families
and friends invited.

Prevent Blindness delegates
attend special event in
Washington, D.C. recently
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Prevent Blindness Kentucky
and Prevert Blindness America,
volunteer eye health and safety
organization, had two applicants
selected as delegates for the
fourth annual "Eyes on Capitol
Hill" campaign held March 2-4
in Washington, DC. The delegates joined more than 70 other
participants from across the
country to meet with congressional and senate members and
their staff to discuss vision care
issues.
"We are thrilled to be able to
have members of our own community represent our state in
this important event," said
LuAnn Epperson, president,
Prevent Blindness Kentucky.
"We want our policymakers to
see first-hand how the decisions
they make about vision care
funding and programs impact
their own constituents."
Through a nationwide online search for applicants,
Prevent Blindness Kentucky
and Prevent Blindness America
selected people nationally to
serve as delegates for the event.
Adults and children whose lives
have been impacted by either
eye disease or eye injuries were
sponsored by the organizations
to attend. The program is made
possible by generous contributions from Pfizer, Inc. and VSP

Vision Care.
''As our healthcare system
faces the effects of the broader
economic downturn, it is critical
that we make sure our representatives aware of the impact that
vision loss can have,' added
Hugh R. Parry, president and
CEO of Prevent Blindness
America. "Our nation spends at
least $51.4 billion a year on the
costs of age-related eye disease
alone. We want to stress the
need for public access to preventive services and vision
health programs."
Of
the
130
million
Americans aged 40 and older,
more than 30 million suffer
from leading causes of vision
loss such as cataract, diabetic
retinopathy, macular degeneration and glaucoma, according to
the newly revised edition of the
"Vision Problems in the U.S."
study. In fact, in Kentucky, it is
estimated that 319,339 have
cataracts, 30,265 with glaucoma
and 59,863 with diabetic
retinopathy
For more information on
Eyes on Capitol Hill or on how
you can contact your state representative to ask for their support
on
vision-related
issues,
call(502) 254-4973 or 14800)828-1179 in-state or visit
www.preventblindness.org.

Big Brothers Big Sisters plan
'Bowl for Kid's Sake Fundraiser9

ICALLOWAY COUNT
- AIGH SCHOOL
Rota.ow.0%

The annual Big Brothers Big Sisters, Bowl
for Kid's Sake Fundraiser, will be Saturday.
April 25. Sponsorship, prize donations and
bowling teams are needed.
For more information e-mail lauren.ballantyne@calloway.kyschoolus or phone 7627333. The deadline for donations is April 10
and for team registration is April 17.
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Hospice plans jewelry sale
Databank
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

A Jewelry sale will be Wednesday from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the lobby of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Proceeds will benefit the new
Hospice House to be built in Murray.

Basketball Banquet planned
Photo provted
DONATION MADE: Mar* Dycus, right, teacher and choir
director at Calloway County High School, accepts a donation
from Laura Lee Winchester, representing the Alumni &
Associates of Calloway County Schools. The money will be
used to expand the music library of American composers.
The Alumni & Associates give a donation each month to
clubs, organizations, and classrooms to help enhance programs at CCHS.

Red Cross is recruiting
new players to help
Helping save lives is a team
effort and the American Red
Cross is recruiting new players
for its team. Players of all
shapes, sizes and talents are
needed to ensure there is blood
for hospital patients in need.
"Not all of us are gifted with
the talent to be a big league
baseball player, a tennis star or
even the next Tiger Woods."
said Steve Beeler, CEO,
Tennessee Valley Region. "But
most of us can be heroes in the
game of life by donating a pint
of blood to a person in need."
Those in need of blood include
accident and trauma victims.
people undergoing surgeries,
and cancer and chemotherapy
patients.. Blood recipients can be
young or old, family or friends,
even a neighbor down the street.
During March and April
everyone who is present to
donate blood at a Red Cross
blood center or blood drive will
receive an American Red Cross

life-saving team baseball hat.
Locally, you can donate blood
on Wednesday, April I. from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Baptist Campus
Ministries, located at 800
Waldrup Dr., Murray.
Individuals at least 17 years of
age(16 with completed Parental
Consent Form), who weigh a
minimum of 110 pounds and are
in general good health, may be
eligible to donate blood. There
is no upper age limit for blood
donation. A whole blood donor
can give blood every two
months.
Individuals unable to donate
blood can still play their part by
organizing Red Cross blood
drives or assisting as a volunteer
at local drives. For more information or to schedule an
appointment, donors should call
1-800-GIVE-LIFE (1 -800-4483543)
Or
visit
bloodisneeded.org. The Red
Cross reminds those coming to
donate to bring a photo ID.

Cuba-Pilot Oak School
Alumni plan dinner
CUBA, KY. — The 60th
annual Cuba-Pilot Oak Alumni
dinner will be Friday. April 10,
at 6:30 p.m. at the Cuba
Elementary School. The Cuba
High School Class of 1959 will
be the -honored" 50 year class.
The class of 1949 will be honored also for 60 years.
All former students, graduates, and teachers of both of
these schools are invited and

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.
is proud to announce that

JENNIFER EIDSON
native of Calloway County has joined
their banking staff in the Murray office
as a Customer Service Representative.
Jennifer has over 5 years of banking
experience and can assist you with all of
your financial needs. She has been
actively involved with Relay for Life.
We are pleased to have Jennifer join us as a member of our team
and invite you to stop by and visit the Murray office located at
630 North 12th Street. We have offices in both Cadiz &
Hoplcinsville.

urged to attend, visit, and renew
old friendships. If anyone has
pictures, yearbooks, or any
memorabilia related to the
schools, there will be tables set
up to display.
Anyone who attended either
of these schools,for even a short
period of time is invited to come
back to Cuba and visit with former classmates, teachers, and
friends from the past.
The meal will be catered by
Holmes Family Restaurant and
the cost will be $12.50 per person. Reservations may be made
by calling any of the following
by Monday. April 6: Robert
Cmssolin, 270-328-8388; Jerry
Coltharp. 270-376-2612; Robert
Emerson, 270-376-2942, Jackie
Morris, 270-382-2149, Juanita
Watts, 270-376-5670. Ann
Rushing. 270-554-3726 or Jo
Lynn Wilkins, 270-382-2597.

•

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post //73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. All veterans are welcomed and invited to attend. For information call
Commander Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 am. to 12:30 p.m. and will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room 1 of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-127401 Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.5

Music Department plans music contest
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor voice, piano and string contests for middle and high schools, private schools and home schoolers on Tuesday, April 21, at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house. Entry forms must be received by Tuesday. April
14. Forms have been distributed to choir directors at each of the
middle and high schools, as well as to community teachers. For
more information call Linda Scott at 753-7944.

Laker Band has promotion
Calloway County Middle and High School Bands have a promotion of selling Butter Breads Pastries through Monday. April 26. To
place an order call the CCHS band room at 762-7395 to leave a
number for call back, or leave an order with name and number of
pastries wanted.

4-H Judging Team will meet

I

MHS Project Graduation will meet
Murray High School Project Graduation will meet Wednesday at
5:15 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All senior parents and class spon-'
sors are urged to attend.

Cancer Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet tonight(Tuesday)from 6:30 td
7:30 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness classroom. For
more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or /Angie
Hutchngs at 435-4614.

Alzheimer's Support Group to meet

Alzheimer's Support and Discussion Group will meet today
(Tuesday) at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway.
County Hospital. "Different Types of Dementia" will be presented
by Dr. Christopher King, neurologist. Cindy Ragsdale. LSW and.
coordinator of the group, invites all interested persons. For more
information call Ragsdale at 762-1278.

Bingo planned 'Iliesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
:
.
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. itr
the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For information.
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

You are invited to thei)r

Milieus's Chard
MIssingSing
March 27th, 2009
7 p.m.
Singing, Refreshments,
More Singing
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4-H Livestock Judging team will meet today (Tuesday)from 5
to 7:30 p .m. with Terry Burks at the MSU Cattle Unit and on'
Thursday will meet and travel to the Miler's County Ham. The..
group will meet at 3:30 p.m. and return at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Extension office.

ith AIIMMI

BANK0, CADIZ
-&.TRUST CO.
630 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-4852
www.bankofcadiz.com

Lady Laker Basketball Banquet will be Thursday. Apnl 9, at 6:30
p.m. The cost is $8 per person and reservations must be made by.
Thursday by mailing checks made payable to C.C.H.S. Lady Lakers
with name and number of guests to Calloway County High School.
attn. Ten Futrell, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Located 7.5 miles west
of Murray on Hwy. 94

Zir/A.
snnouncemenl
Tatem Marie
Preston
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Preston
are the parents of a daughter,
Tatem Marie Preston. born on
Friday. March 13, 2009, al
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
2 ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches.
Grandparents are Shane and
Tina Phillips, James Preston and
Janice and Max Easley, all
Murray.
A great-grandmother is
Janice Moms of Murray.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
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Coms/Funms
Dad says visits to prison
are no place for 6-year-old

%lurray Ledger & 'Times

tookingliack
RI years ago
Published as a picture of Kate
Farrell, 8th grader at Murray Middle School, kneading bread dough
while Kristin Kopperud. senior
at Murray High School, waits her
turn. They were participating in
a school enrichment activity at
the kitchen of 15th & Olive
Restaurant The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Murray High School Speech
Team was the winner at the 1999
Kentucky High School Speech
League State Tournament held at
Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green.
Births reported include a boy
to Jeffrey D. and Patty Crawford
Carruthers. March 10.
20 years ago
The Community -wide Easter
service will be held at the Playhouse in the Part on March 26
at 6730 a.m. Dr. Greg Earwood.
pastor of First Baptist Church.
Murray, will deliver the sermon.
The service is sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Ministenal Association.
Mary Curtis Taylor of Murray presented a musical program
at a luncheon meeting of the
Murray Magazine Club held at
the Commonwealth room of Murray State University Curns Center.
Births reported include a girl
to LAndra and Fred Sanders, March
19.
30 years ago
Murray Police Capt. Paul Jerry
Lee. a veteran with 12 years of
service to the force, has been
named as Murray City Police Chief
by the Murray Common Council.
Kathy M. Hodge was named
as winner of the Young Career
Girls Speak-off competition at a
meeting of District I of the Business & Professional Women•s
Clubs at Paducah. She will represent the club and compete in
the contest at the Kentucky convention.
Calloway County High School
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Lady Laker, lost 58-50 to Oldham County in the Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament
held at Eastern Kentucky UniDEAR ABBY: My ex-wife
versity at Richmond Mina Todd
has been spending every weekwas high scorer for the Lady
end visiting her fiance, who
Lakers.
is in prison. It is a five-hour
40 years ago
round trip from where she
Named as tiVe new directors
lives, so she stays the night
of the Murray Chamber of Comin a hotel due to the long
merce were Dr A H Kopperud.
drive. If she has out 6-yearPaul Engle. H Glenn Doran. H E.
old daughChnsman and Leonard Vaughn
t e
r
Roy Lassiter has retired from
"Emma." on
his position as engineer of the Murweekthe
ray Fire Department
He startend,
the
ed with the department on June
child goes
4. 1951
with her. My
Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
met at the home of Mrs. Jimmy
ex knows I
Butterworth with the lesson on
don't want
-Attractive & Convenient ClosEmma in a
ets- given by Mrs Bobby Kemp
Dear Abby prison.
and Mrs Coleman Reeder
The only
50 years ago
way I have
By Abigail
Ernie Rob Bailey of Murray
to prevent
Van Buren
Training School Chapter of the
my little girl
Future Farmers of America showed
from having to go is to keep
the grand champion at the annuher with me every weekend.
al 4-H FFA Hog Show and Sale
My wife is supportive, but she
at the Murray Livestock Compais concerned because we never
ny.
have a night to ourselves. She
Recent births reported at Mursays we are enabling my ex's
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
poor choices by taking Emma
and Mrs Joe Wilson Lovett, a
every time my ex wants to
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy J.
shirk her parental responsibilWilliam: and a boy to Mr. and
ity.
Mrs. Glenn Stubblefield.
Is my wife right'? Are we
60 years ago
The Debate Team of Murray
enabling my ex? Is it more
State College under the direction
important to keep my daughof Prof. J. Albert Tracy. head of
ter away from the prison or
the Speech Department, walked
take my wife out on a date
away with second place in the
once a month? Any advice
Bluegrass Debating Tournament
would be greatly appreciated.
at Georgetown College.
-- DAD IN GEORGIA
Births reported include a boy
DEAR DAD: This is a subto Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Housject you should discuss with
ton, March IS. a boy to Mr. and
the lawyer who handled your
Mrs. James Thomas Starks, March
divorce. I seriously doubt that
IS. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herwhen custody was awarded the
shel Robertson. March 17: a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Herbert Hugh- judge would have agreed that
accompanying her mother to
es. March 18; a boy to Mr. and
a prison every weekend to visit
Mrs. James T. Mitchell, March
her fiance is "quality time."
19.
If you and your wife would

.1

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 24,
the 83rd day of 2009. There are
282 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 24. 1989. the supertanker Exxon Valdez ran aground
on a reef in Alaska's Prince William
Sound and began !caking 11 million gallons of crude oil
On this date:
In 1765, Britain enacted the
Quartering Act. requiring American colonists to provide temporary housing to British soldiers.
In 1882. German scientist
Robert Koch announced in Berlin
that he had discovered the bacillus responsible for tuberculosis.
In 1909. Insh author and playwnght J.M. Synge ("The Playboy
of the Western World-) died in
Dublin at age 37.
In 1934, President Franklin D.
Roovevelt signed a bill granting
future independence to the Philip-

pines.
In 1944, in occupied Rome.
the Nazis executed more than 300
civilians in reprisal for an attack
by Italian partisans the day before
that had killed 32 German soldiers.
In 1955. the Tennessee Williams
play "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
opened on Broadway.
In 1958. Elvis Presley was
inducted into the Army in Memphis. Tenn.
In 1976. the president of
Argentina. Isabel Peron, was
deposed by her country's military.
In 1980, one of El Salvador's
most respected Roman Catholic
church leaders. Archbishop Oscar
Amulfo Romero, was shot to death
by gunmen as he celebrated Mass
in San Salvador.
In 1995, after 20 years. British
soldiers stopped routine patrols in
Belfast. Northern Ireland.
Ten years ago: NATO launched

airstnkes against Yugoslavia, marking the first time in its 50-year
existence that it had ever attacked
a sovereign country_ Thirty-nine
people were killed when fire erupted in the Mont Blanc tunnel in
France and burned for two days.
The National Transportation Safety Board concluded that Boeing
737 rudder problem.. caused two
fatal airline crashes and nearly
triggered a third.
Five years ago: Former top
terrorism adviser Richard Clarke,
testifying before the federal 9/11
Commission, accused the Bush
administration of scaling hack the
campaign against Osama bin Laden
before the attacks and undermining the fight against terrorism by
invading Iraq. The European Union
slapped Microsoft with a $613
million fine for abusively wielding its Windows software monopoly
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Ask questions to get
answers about glaucoma

like to go out on a date. your
daughter's presence shouldn't
present it Hire a sitter.
•
41,41

DEAR ABBY: Last night.
I went to the movies and took
an aisle seat in the hack row.
Two different couples came in
late, and each one asked me
to move over so they could
sit together. I said,
got here
early, and I like this seat.' I
did not go on to explain that
I hase a tom tendon in my
knee and needed the seat in
order to stretch my leg.
They became upset and were
very rude. If the seats were
so important, they could have
arrived early or on time.
Abby. my husband died in
an airplane crash many years
ago. I would give anything to
have my husband in the same
theater, the same city, the same
planet! Couldn't those people
spend two hours separated by
one seat from their spouse? - MARSHA IN SAUSALITO,
CALIF.
DEAR MARSHA: Please
accept my sympathy for the
tragic loss of your husband.
Sometimes it isn't what you
say to people, but the tone in
which it is said. Perhaps if
you had been less terse in
your reply to the couples who
asked you to move over, they
would not have become hostile
«.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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nerve, better known as glaucoma
If your eye pressures had been
increased, you likely would has,:
been told so and given steps or
medications to take to reduce the
pressure and prevent further damage In your case, if the pigment
is only on the lens. it is probably not blocking the meshwork
Return to your doctor and ask
for clarification of the situation
If he or she refuses to elaborate.
get a referral for d second opin
ton
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there
a way to cure "white coat- hypertension'
DEAR READER: "White
coat- hypertension is a condition
in which blood pressure rises to
above normal Just before and during a doctor's appointment but
returns to normal or below normal upon leaving the office.
This occurs because of the
anxiety and stress related to seeing a doctor It as riot related to
true hypertension, which is consistently high BP readings There
are steps that can reduce these
feelings. as well as ways to achieve
more accurate readings
Establishing readings while at
the doctor's as well as at home
in a more relaxed atmosphere will
provides a basis for proper diagnosis between true and "white coat"
hypertension. If home readings
are at or below normal. then certain measures can be taken.
For example. relaxation techniques, such as deep breathing.
can be done in the waiting room
before an appointment Having
your BP checked at the end of
the visit rather than the beginning will also allow for time to
relax and adjust to the situation
If these steps fail, it may be necessary to purchase a blood pressure cuff for home use so levels
can be sent to your physician on
a regular basis

laceslles BIM

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday. March 25, 2009:
This year, you are able to clear
out some major issues, it not
problems. You discover that
other opinions might not be as
necessary as you originally
thought. Rather, it is your perspective or how you reframe
issues. Touch base with what
works for you. and honor those
areas of your life. If you are single. take a full year before you
decide you are even in a relationship. People change with
holidays and birthdays. If you
are attached, the two of you benefit from dinners for two and
other such romantic dates and
weekends. PISCES makes an
excellent healer or doctor.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive. 3-Average; 2-So-so:
i Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Continue the process of
reflecting and receiving more
information. Don't hesitate to
find an expert and get another
perspective A decision made
from an excess of information
will be better than 'lust enough'
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Use the daylight hours to
the max Surprises reveal that

‘90111

DEAR DR. GOTT: Last year.
during iny yearly eye examination, my doctor asked me if I
had poked my eye with a stick
which I hadn't. because I had
a line in my eye, which Was a
first sign of glaucoma. He also
noted that I had some pigment
on both of my
lenses
Could you
tell me if
there as any
treatment for
this
condition'My doctor didn't tell
me if anything could be
done Should
Dr. Gott
I get a second opinion'
By
DEAR
Dr. Peter Gott READER:
Let me stan
by saying that if you don't ask
questions, your doctor can't answer
them If there was something you
didn't understand or simply wanted to know more about, you should
have said so Doctors aren't mind
readers. Unless the patient says otherwise, the physician assumes the
information has been understood
I have said time and again that
people who take active roles in
their health will usually get the
best care.
Now, to your problem. Pigment is the substance that gives
our eyes color Sometimes, this pigment can flake off and land on
other places, such as the lens. It
often goes unnoticed, as it doesn't cause symptoms.
I believe your doctor was referring to a rare form of glaucoma
called pigmentary glaucoma. This
condition results when pigment
flakes off the ins and blocks the
meshwork that allows for proper
drainage within the eye. This
increases the intraocular pressure,
leading to damage to the optic

much more is going on than you
anticipated. Work with leaking
facts and understand what is
happening within your immediate circle.
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
**** Take a stand with a
work-related matter. Your ability
to move past the issue helps you
understand what is going on with
those in your immediate circle
Stay focused
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Read between the lines
dunng conversations. Your best
bet is to distance yourself. In that
position, you will gather more
facts and be able to make a
stronger decision News or an
insight could be uncomfortable'
- work with it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***i partner wants to pull you
in. However, you could discover
that the lay of the land might not
be exactly as you thought.
Negativity could float through
business and personal dealings.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Deter to others and listen. Stay centered on your
goals, but not necessarily the
method to get there. This type of
thinking empowers you. Others
might have many opinions. Let
their ideas play out.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** Dig into your must-do list.
Be aware that you might want to
incorporate a different approach

or style. Listen to news that
heads in your direction involving
a partner, boss or key person in
your life.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your imagination always
adds the salt and pepper to any
situation Be aware of what
might be going or. around a
friend or loved one. Your imagination bobbies up with solutions
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
**** Center on the fundamentals, and you will be much
happier than you onginally anticipated. How you deal with someone cculd change your direction
before you know it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Initiate conversations
and move forward. How you deal
with someone impacts much
more than you realize. Be aware
of the words and the direction
you choose.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Spending remains critical
to a balanced budget You must
maintain a steadiness and a
reserve
for
emergencies.
Presently, you will see the Consequences of ill-planning.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your popularity continues to speak. However, others
do have strong reactions to your
quirkiness or unpredictability ft
you could be more verbal about
the thoughts before a reverse
turn, others would relax more
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5 Eggplant color
9 Portly
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13 Eat away at
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19 Workable
21 Good-natured
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word
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51 Pans season
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talker
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request
37 Brought about
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'Responsibility:
Winning the game of life
'

Doing What is Right
When No One Is Looking..

AMU IC FRANK
Adult Poetry Wenner
It might not bring fame or result in top hooking
If you do the right thing when no one is looking
But always doing what you know to he right
Will help you to sleep much better each night
Paying attention to that strong inner voice
Is a positive factor when making a choice
Between taking the path that appears well-traveled
or the one that is rugged, filled with ruts and ungraveled
Doing what is right when we think we're alone
Throughout the history of mankind has shown
We each have J conscience that begs lobe heard:
Where actions speak louder than some insincere word.
It's not always easy to do the right thing
Rut the satisfaction nght doing can bring
Is worth the frustrations when the things we do
Provide the results we know to he true.
The moral of these words I trust will show
How to keep your inner being aglow
Is when you do the right thing, no matter the cost.
Much more is gained than could ever he lost.

My Dish"
M5
CAPPS
Seventh grade, Murray Middle School
Community Winner Grades 6-8
One of my favorite poems has a powerful message about how to spend
your "dash." But, what exactly is your "dash?"
I read (if a man who stood to speak
At the funeral of a friend
He referred to the dates on her tombstone
From the beginning to the end
lie noted that first Carrie her date of birth
Then was the dash between those years.
Now only those who loved her
Know what that little line is worth.
For it matter, not how much we own;
The cars, the house, the cash.
What mailers most IS how we tire
And how we spend our dash
Excerpt from "The Dash"
Author unknown
What do you want your dash to be known for? Whether you want to be
remembered for having the cars, the fame or the cash, we all want to be well
known. So, the question is: what do you want tube known for? I want to be
known as the one who lives up to my obligations, the one who chooses right
from wrong, and the one who held herself accountable in every situation It
all comes down to one trait. This trait applies to everyone, and we should
all stove to he like this. But do know what exactly this trait is' It's what
you should want your dash to be - responsible. Just like the woman in the
poem, everyone is responsible for what that link dash represents.
Did you know that someone out is this world is cold for comfort, longing
for love, struggling for food, or dying from a disease? Well, there is and
there is also someone out there who is responsible for that. Some responsibilities are more important than others; not cleaning your room may not be
a huge deal, but you're just as guilty as the one who made the other suffer.
Responsibility is more than what you think: it is being held to your obligations. If your dash represents responsibility, then be responsible for your
obligations. If your are then that's one more person who has everlasting
love. uncontainable comfort. plenty of food and is healthy. So. have you
been responsible in your dash?
If you are out drunk driving and you kill someone, you would have known
all along that you made the immoral choice. But why did you do it anyway'
You would he held responsible for someone's death, and to top that off your
were selfish by knowing the possibility you could kill someone, but you got
drunk anyway. This is another pan of responsibility - knowing right from
wrong. Showing that you know right from wrong in front of people can be
a common practice, but showing right from wrong when nobody is around
is true responsibility. So. have you been responsible in your dash?
You may think you should he accountable for only yourself. but it's much
more than that, it's being accountable for others. As you probably know.
many people have been hurt in previous wars. If your friends were one of
those injured, would you be the person to go back and help pick them up.
even though you could be hurt? Well, responsibility is also being accountable for others. These "wars" are going on right now and are faced everyday in a teenager's life. By "wars" I mean being faced with temptations.
making hard choices, and even teenage drama. Are you there for your
friends when they're going through this or do you just let them fall? A
true
friend is accountable for others. So, have you been responsible in your
dash?
When it comes down to the end. nobody will remember your
material
possessions: they will remember you for who you are and nothing less.
As
for my dash. I don't know how long it will be. but I will hold myself
accountable, choose right over wrong. and live up to my obligations. I certainly don't know how you desire to spend your dash, but you will be
responsible for those years either way. So, are you responsible for your
dash'

'Responsibility to theMax
MA ARNOLD
5th Grade. Calloway County East Elementary School
Grade 3-5 Winner
Responsibility is the paddle to a canoe you need to have it or else you
won't he very. successful. I would like to help you come to know of a few.
ways to he responsible so that you may become successful. You can be
responsible in many places like at school, in your community, and you can
even he responsible in your household. It's pretty amazing how you can be
responsible while in so many places. Come along with me on this wild ride
to find out some ways 14, he responsible.
First (il all, there are some ways to he responsible while in school.
Remembering homework is very responsible. because it is hard to remember where you have all of your homework, and what your homework even
is. Also another way to he responsible while in school is by remembering to
study for tests it is responsible because it shows that you care about the
grades that your receive. My third way to be responsible in school is by following the rules. which is basically not being disrespectful to any one or
anything in class Being responsible in school is very important because it

Stow McReynolds

Ads d normal man nirli4C a111.1140,1C accident left
hien
severely burned and trussing hi,finger, Four years later, he was in a plane
crash that paralv .ted him from ihe waist down No tine would have blamed
him it he had quit. lust given up. collested disability and lived out the rent
of hislilc quietly hut he didn i Instead. he went on to writs the influential
hook. -It's Not What Happens to
It's What You Do About It Mitchell
is now a politician, seminar speaker author, radio-TV cornMentator, en,ironmentalist and suscessful entrepreneur rhough he had every right to quit,
though he had every opportunits to quit, and though he had every reason to
quit, he did not He kept going and attained success despite his adversities
when everything an him screamed to give up The internal struggles he COnyucred are not unique to him. I aas feeling them acutely after my defeats
that day
That afternoon I was plowing through a Subway sandwich trying not to
think about my losses, but couldn't stop Six hour, 4,1 driving only to lose
miserably, after persuading my entire family to go with me. taking time out
of their schedule,. Was it all for nothing'
-Dry fencing tournament, one o'clock' I looked up from my lunch. A
judge was standing nearby, clipboard in hand. Dry fencing was clone without electronic scoring, using just our protective equipment and weapons,
with a judge doing the scoring. Should I stay and try again? Was this another chance' A shoe of hope re-energized me, and then my traitorous nature
came into play. "Why bother'. my subconscious sneered. "You lost miserably last time Accept defeat and give up. You'll just humiliate yourself
again." No I was not going to quit Yes. I had been beaten miserably, and
yes. there was a chance to humiliate myself once again. but it would be
betraying my honor, my family and my God to give up If I did, there would
he no way I was doing all things as unto the Lord. I would not waste this
new opportunity and have people say. "God gave him a chance to redeem
himself. but he left the tournament early and came home That's a failure."
"Sir," I called, "Where do I enter?"
Four hours and fourteen fencing matches later. I dipped my head as the
gold metal was hung around my neck. I had not lost a single bout of those
I fenced. With each victory, my amazement at this turn-around had grown.
I distanced myself from my emotions, lest I fail because of them. During the
entire afternoon. I had been driven by the desire to prove myself with the
new opportunity; to prove that I was not a failure that this trip was not in
vain.
Two years later. it still stands out in my mind how close I came to quitting. Words cannot express how much I wanted to walk away from the
greatest achievement of my fencing career, Throughout my entire life. I will
always look back to that as the time I stood up to my fear of failure: I took
responsibility for my own success. This is a hard world, and achievements
are not going to be handed to us on a golden platter. Difficulties will arise,
as they always do, and the way may not he easy, but often the hardest things
to succeed at bring the most glory When I am feeling discouraged, or
depressed. or a little beat up. I remember the words of an old English ballad

may follow you to college and maybe even your job.
Secondly, you can also be responsible in your community. For example.
you can remember to return your hook to the public library on time. You
can become a lifeguard at your local pool and keep people safe.
Sometimes their life is in your hands. It might feel like weight on your
shoulders hut that's a risk that you'll have to take. Another thing you could
do to he responsible in your community is to follow the Ten
Commandment,. and tell other people about God That's a big responsibility because sometimes it's in your hands whether that person goes to
Heaven or Hell. Those are only a few of the many things that you can do
in your community
Last but not least, you can be responsible at home The first way you can
be responsible at home is by remembering to do your chores even when
I am hurt but not slain
you are not told to or reminded to The second thing you can do is pray
I will lie here and bleed awhile
before meals and bed, it's good to remember to pray because it's a way to
But I will rise to fight again.
ask for forgiveness if you did something that you regret about what you
have done that day. Next, you can clean the house with the intention that it
Sir Andrew Barton - Traditional English Ballad
won't look like a pigsty. It's responsible because it shows that you remembered and that you cared. These are only a few ways to be responsible
while at home.
Remember, that you can he responsible in your community, school, and
even at home. I hope that you've learned more about responsibility. If
everyone was responsible and had good character there would probably be
iiOrFaipM3
fewer arguments and less people in jail. The world would be a changed
Teacher, Murray Middle School
place if everyone was responsible. Additionally, remember that you need a
Adult Community Winner
paddle to be successful with a canoe, and you need responsibility to be sin:casipinthy .
liter
,1
4
1
.111itairial
44
.liaCe i — responsibility is b.,- r-i-n-g! Now before yrttr stop readi .
'
• please like time to consider tisk statement and lei it sink in ... think of all
the ways society makes reference to this great pillar of character. Have you
ever heard the statement: Show me that you can be RESPONSIBLE - cultural code for "do everything I ask you to do before I have to ask you to do
it." Or maybe you might be familiar with the ever-dreaded question: Who
lkOBR
is RESPONSIBLE for this? - cultural code for "who screwed up this timer
Eighth grade. Calloway County Middle School
There's even the loaded compliment: He/she is very responsible- cultural
Tribute Community Essay Winner
code for: —They have nothing better to do." Now I'm not saying that any of
In about fifth grade we had a lady in a wheelchair come to talk to us about all of these perspectives on responsibility are true, but they are (at least in
bullying. About how if anything happened around us that could lead to any some small way) valid. Our culture has somehow taken a valuable charactype of violence to tell a teacher, parent or guidance counselor. I now ter trait and watered it down to a mere burden. If you asked an adult to make
remember this day that she made her speech. because I am about to make a list of his/her responsibilities, then you would likely get an inventory Of
bills, mortgages,jobs, children, debts. etc. It's no wonder kids dread beconimine.
Just recently I have read a book called, "I Choose to Be Happy" This ing adults! Thank goodness we're all wrong. Responsibility is not a burden:
book was whiten by a fairly local girl named Missy Jenkins Smith. Her instead, it is a choice ... an opportunity. When you take "responsibility" for
book is about that tragic day that she was shot in a school shooting at Heath something or someone, you make a conscious choice for tho "thing" or
High School in 1997. She told a similar story to the fifth graders at North "person" to matter in your life. It's not something we have to do; it is someElementary School when she came to visit: its just I didn't understand it thing we CHOOSE to do.
We fool ourselves into thinking that we have no choice, but we actually
then as much as I do now. She is married to Calloway County's Middle
School gym teacher/football coach, Josh Smith, the brother of one of my do. If we can simply understand this power that we have in simple, everybest friends.
day choices, then we can use that power in the more important choices in
Her book talks about everything from the day of the shooting, her life life .. the choices that define our character instead of our credit rating. Just
before and after and how she has plans to inspire many people throughout like the mundane choices in life, our character choices come with consethe country. Immediately after the shooting when she was laying in a hos- quences_ If you choose not to pay your electric bill, you will have to be prepital bed she told her family members that she had already forgiven Michael pared to function without electricity. If you choose to lie your way out
of
Corneal, the freshman that had shot her and seven other people that she trouble, then you will have to be prepared to live with that dishonesty (and
knew,just that same day. She later said that she has forgiven him entirely. ultimately be prepared for people to label you as a liar). The danger
in this
but knows she will never he able to forget. A lot of people. including some is that not every choice has an immediate consequence (and may
seemingof her family were shocked, when on the same day she had forgiven the per- ly have no consequence at all). You might get by with
a lie . . you can
son that had changed her life forever.
sometimes cheat the system and not get caught. Unfortunately, you can't
The part that has inspired me so much isn't the lessons on bullying that cheat yourself and you are shaped by the choices you
make. Hanging on the
she gives already knew about that ), but the willingness to forgive people. back wall of my classroom is a poster lone that
I'm sure is on many classI have always learned in church that you are supposed to forgive people and room walls across the country.). Its message is
simple: Your thoughts
to not stay mad forever. I have also learned that it's not an easy thing to do. become your words, your words become your
actions, your actions become
In church, the teachers always used examples of friends saying something your character and your character becomes
your destiny.
about you that wasn't nice and how you are supposed to forgive them. But
So where do we start' How do we teach our children that they must
what happened to Missy that day weren't some hurtful words that hurt her choose their thoughts, words and
actions wisely' How do we prepare them
emotionally. It was one bullet that paralyzed her from the waist down that now to make the choices that
will positively impact their character and their
forever changed her life.
destiny? Churches can preach it. schools and parents can teach it, and we
The first person that came to my mind when I knew I was supposed to ALL can be examples of it. however,
none of us can shield them from it
write an essay about character was Missy Smith. Just two days ago I fin- (CHOICE that is We can't
make their choices for them growing up. otherished reading her story about how much character she has throughout her wise. they won't team
the consequences. We must, instead, teach them the
experiences. This is definitely one person that anyone that knows her or power of choice
and allow the consequences. We must, instead, teach then
reads about her can say that she has a lot of character. The kind of charac- the power of
choice and allow the consequences to he the lesson. We must
ter that was able to inspire me.
pose tough questions. have them think through difficult decisions, and
ALWAYS show them how choices both positively and negatively affect
lives. I love that the title of Missy Jenkins book is '1 Choose to Be Happy."
No one would blame her for choosing bitterness, not after everything she
went through; however, she CHOSE happiness and that has made all
the
difference in her life. She was not responsible for what happened to her-that
is the burden someone else has to live with. In the same way, the crew
of
LOWELL MIMS
Flight 1549 was not responsible for the crash that landed that vessel in
the
11th grade, Maranatha Academy Homeschool
Hudson River; however, they did CHOOSE to put the lives of those
passenGrades 9-12 Community Winner
gers above their own as they checked and rechecked the plane before
saving themselves. Was it in their job description? Was is their "responsibiliWham! The metal point punched against my chest, setting the scoring
ty"? Maybe so, but only when faced with adversity did they show
the true
box off. The judge called out "Halt. Touch nght, five, two: Young. Bout. choice they would make. I don't
know about you, but that is the type of
Young Progresses. Stevens is Eliminated."
crew I want when I am a passenger on a plane.
I held my foil loosely, no longer saddened by another loss, having arrived
We are all faced with "choices" each and every day ...
some of them
at the point of simple weariness. I lowered the tip of my foil, shook hands
tough and some of then not-so-tough But it is the way we
"choose" to see
with my ornament and walked away from the fencing strip. 'The day had
things that makes all the difference in the world. It all
goes back to the
not gone well I was competing in a fencing tournament in Cincinnati. glass-half-full
/glass-half-empty dilemma. The glass doesn't change-there
is
Ohio, in early summer. I entered with high hopes and higher expectations, the same amount of
water in it regardless of who is looking at it. Ah. but
the
sure of several wins at least. By noon those hopes were long gone.
eye of the beholder
some will see potential, while others only see
defiLoss after loss piled up against me. Most of my bouts ending humiliatingciency. There is hope for us though. We can abandon the
idea that responly short of the five point score I needed to win a match .the situation had
sibility is a burden and begin to sec the "responsibilities"
in our lives as
declined to the point that other fencers regarded a bout against me as an
choices. There is even more hope for future generations if
can begin to
easy victory another 0-5 win on the scoring sheet earning them a higher
model a More glass-half-full kind of spirit. We just need to
replace some of
placement in the ranks. When the placing rounds ended before noon. I was
our current "burden" vocabulary with a more positive
outlook In his book.
ranked 27th out of 27 competitive fencers.
"A Complaint-Free World." Will Bowen suggests that people
Gee problems
Life ha,a disconcerting way of turning a game of catch Into a game of
as opportunities, setbacks as challenges, and struggles as
journeys. Every
hardball. Accidents, deaths in the family. and failures, all these have a way
problem is truly an opportunity to grow and learn.
Setbacks aren't failures;
of bringing you low when you think you cannot go lower. At the time, each
they merely challenge us to make changes. Finally,
struggles are simply
of these seems too hard to endure And they are, if you lose hope.
journeys . ones that can make us even stronger in
the long run

Choose
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MURRAY HIGH 15, COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 0

Richerson powers Tigers to opening day win
MURRAY TOSSES COMBINED NO-HITTER IN DISTRICT VICTOR)
Off TOMMY

Ni
Sports Writer
ranter Ft IL her.on admits to
suffering froni a little bit of
opening day anxiety when he
stepped to the plate for the
first time in the bottom of the
first inning Monday.
But after driving a triple
into the right centerfield gap
to give Murray its first hit of
the 2009 season en route to a
15-0 shellacking of Community Christian, the Tigers junior
catcher was feeling much better.
"I have jitters," said Richerson. who went a perfect 3for-3 with two triples and a
double in the season-opener at
Ty Holland Stadium. "But that
gets out the first play. We've

been practicing hard hitting the
ball up the middle and it carries over into games."
Not to be overshadowed by
the Tiger offense. Murray's
pitching staff tossed a combined no-hitter, led by starter
Roman Kelly. who struck out
eight batters in three innings.
Murray's senior ace allowed
Just one ball hit in play, a
groundout to second base in
the first inning.
"It feels good to just come
out here and get that first win,"
said Kelly. "I think I threw
one of my better games today.
I was just trying to run fastballs by them."
Seniors David Kuykendall
and Jordan Garland provided
two hitless innings of relief to

MSU HOOPS
ROUNDUP

wrap things up for the Tigers
in the fifth inning as they took
a run-rule victory over the Warnoes to improve to 1-0 on the
season and in the 4th District.
Community Christian was a
late addition to the district,
joining in November, and had
to he fit into an already set
schedule. Murray coach Mike
Johnson said.
One of the only times the
Tigers could fit in CCA was
on opening day. Starting the season with a district game wasn't the ideal situation. said
Johnson, but his team responded.
"We came out today and
did exactly what I hoped we
would do,- said the third-year
head coach. "Our goal was to

ANELN, 4yi
WM.
SihNININIS
Ofa (Owarall)
Scho
Murray
1-0 (1-0)
Calloway County
0-0 0-01
Marshall County
0-0(0-0)
Comm. Christian
0-1 10-1,
try to get it done in five
innings."
The Tigers got it done with
a nine-run fourth inning in
which they sent 14 hitters to
the plate and pounded out five
base hits while taking advantage of four free passes.
With the exception of Richerson's offensive explosion.
most of Murray's runs came
via small hall. Of the Tigers'
lE See TIGERS. 2B

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray sophomore David Vinson slides into home plate
ahead of the Community Chnstian relay throw in Monday's 15-0 victory at Ty Holland Stadium

CALLOWAY CO. 12,
LIVINGSTON
CENTRA1.0

11 New Season Rising

Extra
Insurance

Tag
Team

HAYES NAMED
REGIONAL
FINALIST FOR
STATE FARM
TEAM
By MU Sperb Information
Ile 2008-09 season may be
user. hut that does not mean
that the awards
and recognition
for the accomplishments of the
Murray
State
women's basketball team will
Senior
end.
" Ashley Hayes
was recently named one of the
regional finalists for the 2009
State Farm Coaches' All-America Basketball Team for NCAA
Division I student-athletes.
"I am very proud of the
season and career that Ashley
Hayes has had at Murray State."
said head coach Rob Cross.
"This nomination just shows
that her accomplishments have
not gone unnoticed in the
women's basketball community. I certainly believe that she
is deserving of being named a
State Farm All-America."
•See HAYES,213

Canaan,
Daniels
shine at
All-Star
game
CANAAN
NAMED MVP,
DANIELS WINS
DUNK CONTEST
Sy MOO Sparta Inlimalion
PELHAM. Ala. — Two
Murray State basketball signees
played against each other in
the Alabama-Mississippi Basketball All-Star game.
The game was played at the
Pelham Civic Complex in Pelham. Ala. March 20.
Alabama won the game 7874 after building a 42-34 lead
at the half.
Isaiah Canaan of Biloxi High
School suited up for the Mississippi all-stars. while Edward
Daniel of Woodlawn High
School in Birmingham played
for the Alabama all-stars.
, When the dust settled, each
Racer recruit played a big part
in the exhibition contest.
Canaan was named the Mississippi team most valuable
player after he scored 18 points
on 6-of-15 shooting from the
field including four three-pointers. He played 28 minutes
and also had three rebounds,
•See RACERS,28

WILLIAMS,

BROCKMAN
COMBINE TO
THROW NO-HITTER

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Members of the Murray State football team take part in the first spring practice as the sun rises Tuesday morning
at Stewart Stadium
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Staff Report
Murray State kicked off Spnng Practice with an early morning workout on the turf inside Stewart Stadium today. The Racers conducted their first of 15 practices in helmets. The team
will conduct its second practice in just helmets before putting
on the pads for the first time on Friday.
"Overall. I was pleased," said head coach Matt Griffin. "I
thought the defense was really good to the ball. Offensively,
we were not bad for the first day. We spent a lot of time in
the kicking game. which is a must in the spring and is something we have more of each year."
The Racers hit the ground numing as they worked on special teams and individuals. The expenenced group knows that
there are starting spots to be won at every position on the field.
-Our kids are excited. It's a good group to be around and
we just have to continue to get better," said Griffin. "It's a
journey, not a destination reached in a day and our guys have
to understand that."
The Racers will return to the practice field at 5:30 a.m.
Thursday.
M SU will practice four days a week with their Tuesday and
Thursday practices set to begin at 5:30 a.m. The team will
also practice on Fridays at 3:45 p.m. and at 9 am. Saturdays.
The Racers are scheduled to hold scrimmages April 4 and Apnl
11.
The Spring Game will be held April 16 at 6 p.m. at Stewart Stadium. Admission to the game is free.
The Racers return 19 starters (9 offense/9 defense/1 special
teams) from a team that went 5-7 overall and 4-4 in Ohio Valley Conference action.

Staff Report
Calloway County pitchers
Grant Williams and Casey
Brockman combined to toss a
combined no-hitter as the Lakers run-ruled Livingston Central in opening day baseball,
winning 12-0 at Laker Field
Monday.
Calloway scored one run in
the first inning, six in the second and five in the third to
build a I2-run lead and end
the game in five innings.
Williams pitched the first
three innings while Brockman
tossed the final two. Williams
earned the win, striking out
six and surrendering one base
on balls to move to 1-0 on
the season.
Hunter Seay led the Laker
offense. going 4-for-4, scoring
three runs and driving in two
more while also notching a
triple. Brockman finished the
day 2-for-3 at the plate with
two runs. a RBI and a double.
Williams also helped out his
own cause, going 2-for-2 with
two runs scored and an RBI.
Cody Redden was 1-for-3 with
a three-run triple.
The Lakers got extra base
hits from Seay. Redden and
Brockman as well as C.J. Dial,
who added a double.
The Lakers return to the
diamond today against Heath;
Game time is set for 5 pin.
at Laker Field.

.ourtesy of Tab Brockman
Calloway County pitcher
Grant Williams fanned six
Livingston Central hitters
over three innings.

PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

Calloway County, Murray High drop season openers
LADY' LAKERS FAI,I,
TO ST. MARY,
LADY TIGERS
LOSE TO
LONE OAK

Staff Report
The Calloway County softball team
suffered a 2-1 loss in the season opener
Tuesday to St. Mary,
Whitney Cardner (0-11 picked up the
loss for the Lady Lakers despite having
a strong showing. The junior right hander went seven innings and struck out
four, while allowing one earned run on

four hits.
Karlee Wilson and Three Rogers both
led the Lady Lakers (0-11 at the plate
and also provided the team's only run.
Wilson went 1-for-3 and scored a run,
while Rogers was 1 -for-3 with an RBI.
Wilson singled to start the game for
Calloway and after a sacrifice bunt to
second. Rogers' rip to right field scored

Wilson.
St. Mary scored one run in the top
half of the first inning and added their
insurance run in the top of the seventh.
Calloway County threatened in the bottom half of the inning as Lindsey Rucker reached base after an error and Gardner singled, putting runners at second and
•See SOFTBALL,28
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MMi TRACK ROUNDUF

Racers finish first at Emory Invitational
able to leave as team champions.
FORMER LADY LAKER
Senior Shameka Dial helped lead Murray State to the top spot by earning two
SHAM EKA DIAL LEADS
first-place finishes of her own, while setting another school record. The Murray,
MSU TO TWO
Ky. native set the school record in the
FIRST-PLACE FINISHES
outdoor shot put dunng the preliminary
round with a throw of 14.43m (47'04.25").
By MSU Spots latormatIon
She then claimed the No. I position on
The Murray State women's track and the podium with a toss
of I 3.68m
field learn picked up right where they (44'10.75")
in the finals, over three feet
left off in the indoor sea- farther than her closest
opponent. Dial
son with a first-place fin- followed her performance in the
shot put
ish in its first competition with a first-place finish in the
discus,
a dr
of the 2009 outdoor sea- with a throw of 39.91m (130'11").
son. The Racers earned
"Shameka was a double winner in the
115 points, one point more disc and shot put," Chavis added.
"She
than Cedarville University to
had a strong throw in the trials of the
claim
the
title
in
the
Emory
Wel
shot put that broke the school record.
University Invitational last
She is a very talented athlete and I am
weekend.
pleased that she has been able to have
-I thought this was a great team effort," such a strong senior season."
said head coach Dereck Chavis. "Our
Audris Williams also had a strong perprimary reasons for going to this meet formance for the Racers,
earning two indiwere to allow ourselves the opportunity vidual second-place
finishes and was pan
to train and bond as a team. We only of
the 4x100 Meter Relay team who
brought 16 athletes down and had no placed
first. Audris Williams came in
intentions of entering our athletes in the second
in the 100-Meter Dash with a
meet for the purpose of winning. As the time of 12.35 in
the finals, after qualiday went along, we had some strong per- fying first in the preliminaries
with a
fomiances and it allowed us to be in the time of 12.14. Audris Williams also
finhunt to win. It was impressive to me that ished second in the
200-Meter Dash with
there were many who really stepped up a time of 25.37.
She was one of three
their performance to ensure that we were Murray State sprinters
in the finals of

the 200, with Brandy Williams coming
in 5th (25.95), and Amber Mills finishing 8th (26.94).
Audi-is Williams. Brandy Williams,
Olivia Josephh, and Mills composed the
Racers 4x100 Meter Relay team that
earned the top spot with a time of 47.44.
Mills and Brandy Williams also participated in the 4x400 Meter Relay with
Martika Clark and Sydney Gholston, in
which they earned a second-place mark
(3:58.56). Individually Mills placed third
in the 400-Meter Dash, with a time of
58.22, Brandy Williams earned 5th in the
race (1:00.66).
Other Murray State athletes to place
in the top-three in individual events were
Taylor Crawford who finished 3rd in the
800-Meter Run (2:17.82); Alain& Zanin 2nd in the 10,000-Meter Run (38:35.76);
Josha Rogers - 2nd in the High Jump
(1.61m - 5'03.25"); Olivia Joseph - 2nd
in the Long Jump (5.14m - 16'10.50").
Karissa Magnuson, Kayla Crushman,
Katelyn Jones, and Crawford also combined in the 4x800 Meter Relay to earn
a second-place finish, with a time of
9:26.18.
The Racers, who were picked to finish third in the Ohio Valley Conference
coaches poll, will now prepare for the
Joey Haines Invitational in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. The meet is scheduled for April 34.

PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

Lakers split matches at Graves County
stai toped
The Calloway County tennis teams took a split in their
first action of the season Monday at Graves County.
The Lady Lakers defeated the
Lady Eagles 5-4, winning just
two out of four singles matches but sweeping the doubles
action.
On the boys' side. Calloway
fell 6-3. winning two singles
matches and one doubles.
Will Blackford was defeat-

ed by Hunter Mills, 6-0, 6-0
while Seth Fortenbery fell to
Stephen Henson 8-0. Jake Darnell was defeated by Preston
Simmons 8-2.
Karlo Vazquez defeated
Yousef Hindi. 9-7, and Logan
Wallace beat Ratul Ahmed, 81. Chantey Carroll was defeated by Mitchell Wiggins 8-4.
In boys' doubles, Blackford
and Fortenbery were defeated
by Page and Mars. 2-6, 6-3,
4-6 while Darnell and Wallace

fell to Hawkins and Shelby 86. Vazquez and Carroll were
defeated by Williams and Ray.
8-3.
On the girls' side, Calloway
got wins from the No. 1 and
2 spots. Amy Winkler beat
Hanna Mars. 6-2, 7-5 and Clara
Franklin defeated Emily Green
6-1, 6-4.
Teela Etheridge fell to Haley
Jones 4-8, Carrie Crouse was
defeated by Kate Simmons 83, Hannalore Clause was beat-

the threat.
Calloway County returns to
the diamond today at 5 p.m.
to host Hickman County.
Lowe Oak 3, Mem 1
The error bug bit Murray

in an 8-1 season-opening loss
to Lone Oak Monday night at
Lady Tiger Field.
It looked like the first game
of the season for the black
and gold, who committed five

•Softball
From Page 18
first.
Wilson responded with a
bullet right back at the pitcher. who was able to double-up
Gardner at first base to end

Open afire
checking account
t:Heritage Bank.and
get afree Escalade
chairr`

en by Erika Elliott 8-1 and
Audra Hopkins fell to Paige
Burleson 8-1.
In doubles, Franklin and
Crouse defeated Jones and Waldrop 8-1, Etheridge and Clause
beat Simmons and Bryant 8-3
and Ali Love and Laura Orduna
won 8-3 against Murphy and
Henson.
The Laker squads host their
first match of the season this
afternoon at 4:30 p.m. against
Lone Oak.

SCORE EICIPAINES2
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Natronal Invitation Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times COT
Second Round
Thursday. March 19
Perm State 83 Rhooe Island 74
Notre Dame 70 New Mexico 66
Friday, March 20
Florida 74 Miami 60
Auburn 74 Tulsa 55
San Diego Stale 70 Kansas State 52
Saturday, March 21
Baylor 82 Virginra Tech 66
Monday. March 23
Kentucky 65 Creghton 63
SI Mary s Calif 80 Davidson 68
——
Quarterfinals

Tuesday. March 24
Autruin i24-11. vs Bayior 22 141 Lprr
Florida r 25-101 vs Penn State i24.111 8
m
Wednesday. March 25
at Notre Dame 20-14
Kentucky 2-1
6pm
San Diego State 125-9. v, Sr Mary,
Calif (27-6) 8 p m
Semifinals
Tuesday. March 30
At Madison Square Garden
New York
Semitmal 6 p m
Semrtmal 8 30 lp
Championship
Thursday, April 2
Semifinal winners 6 p

•MSU
From Page 18
one assist and one steal.
Daniel won the all-star slam
dunk contest, then led the Alabama team with eight rebounds.
he also scored eight points in
18 minutes on the floor. He
was 2-of-3 from the floor and
3-of-5 from the free throw line.
Canaan is a finalist for Mississippi Mr. Basketball honors
after leading his Biloxi team to
the 5A State Championship and
a 30-3 record. He has also
been named to the finalist list
for Gatorade Player of the Year.
Canaan scored 24 points per

game. dished out seven assists
per game during his senior season, and was the Mississippi
State Tournament MVP.
He scored 15.8 points per
game. grabbed 11 rebounds and
blocked 3.5 shots for Woodlawn
and was named to the regional
finals all-tournament team.
He also won the class 5A slamdunk contest at the state finals.
Daniel, a 6-7 forward and
Canaan, a 5-11 guard. are two
thirds of a talented 2009-2010
freshman class for the Racers
that will join the team in the
fall as freshmen.

•Hayes

Conference Player of the Year
From Page 18
The Humboldt, Tenn., native (2007-08 & 2008-09) will have.
is one of six regional finalists her name on several of the:
from Region 4 after helping Murray State Top-10 career
the Racers to a 23-9 record, lists, ranking second in field
their first Ohio Valley Confer- goals made (809). third in
ence regular-season title, and rebounds (935), fifth in threetheir third-straight post-season pointers made (124), and ninth.
appearance.
The
5-10 in steals (151).
All 52 regional finalists will
forward/guard averaged 22.6
points and 9.5 rebounds per be narrowed down to a list of
game this season, while mov- 40 finalists from any region.
errors and a bevy of baserun- ing up to the No. 2 spot on Thursday. From that list the
ning blunders that negated 10 the Racers' all-time scoring 10-member State Farm Coachcharts with 2,005 career points. es' All-America Team will be
base hits.
The two-time Ohio Valley selected.
Chelcie Winchester (0-1)
took the loss for the Lady
Tigers but surrendered just two
earned runs. Lone Oak's other
six runs were unearned.
Murray plated its only run From Page 1B
of the game in the fifth inning 13 hits, only Richerson's three
The rest of the Tigers setwhen Haley Armstrong scored went for extra bases.
tled for solidly hit balls, most
on an Amanda Winchester RBI.
But Murray was able to of which found gaps in the
Armstrong and Winchester manufacture runs thanks to Warrior infield. Lead-off hitter
provided most of the offense aggressive baserunning that led Kuykendall went 2-for-2 and
for the Lady Tigers as each to nine stolen bases. The Tigers scored two runs while stealing
went 2-for-3 at the plate. Sarah also layed down several bunts. three bases.
Crouch also enjoyed a 2-for-3 two of which went for base
Brock Downey also packed
day in the losing effort.
hits.
a punch in the middle of the
Lone Oak took a 2-0 lead
It was Richerson, however. order, going 3-for-3 with a run
into the fifth inning, where the who stole the show.
and four RBI.
Purple Flash exploded for four
In the second inning, he
Johnson pulled Kelly after
runs, putting Murray at a 6-0 npped a pitch over the left three innings in order to predeficit.
fielder's head that appeared to serve him for a Friday start
The Lady Tigers return to be good for at least another against either Trigg County
or
action Thursday against St. triple at deep Ty Holland.
Lyon County in the Murray
Mary at Lady Tiger Field. Game
But the ball hopped over Tiger Classic.
time is 5 p.m.
the outfield wall for a ground"Roman threw strikes and
rule double. Richerson's worst stayed ahead in the count and
showing at the plate Monday. that's the key with him," said
"Tanner's done a great job Johnson. "When he limits his
To find out
really paying attention to his pitch count, it allows him to
what's
swing, trying to straighten go deep into games. We're tryhappenin
things out," said Johnson. "He's ing to get him two or three
in your
just looking to hit something starts before All 'A', so that's
hard and when he does, he's why we pulled him early."
community
so strong, his gap shots realMurray travels to Caldwell
read the
ly go. All three balls he hit County today for a 4 p.m. first
today were lasers."
pitch.

•Tigers
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Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since /937'
Spring will be here soon (we hope) and

with it

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WESTERN
KENTUCKY FOR OVER 70 YEARS

comes the fun and good times of outdoor sports,
afternoon picnics, and warm weather activities.
So gear up for some good times by opening a free checking account at

Heritage Bank and getting a fire Escalade Folding chair!

nomPartnering sit* Iran,)..,
Over .50 }ean

Good products! Great rates! Convenient services! Escaladefolding chair!

Existing customers can refrr afriend
and you both get thefire gift!

11111

$ 100.00

REBATE

On Replacement of any
Complete Central Residential
Heating and Cooling Systems
March 1 thru April 30. 2009

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS!
Sheetmetal • Heating and Alr (.,onciitioning • instaliation and be,rvice
• Commercial • Residential • Commercial Refrigeration
Galvanized, Brass, Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel
• Commercial Gutters • Humidifiers and Air Cleaners

•DURABLE CRAIN wine A DRINK MOLDER AND CARRYING RAG.

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
002',Ctisiitnut Street 0 Murray, Kaatticlqf 421471
I "'en
" "")I"
www.ranclirthi,rnton.com

•(270) 753-8181.•
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Happy 400
-ramie Michelle "Nance." Derby
March 24th
Love,
Eric
Hannah Li Bailey Derby
"Mom- Linda Shropshire

Happy Birthday

Must have own automobile5 good driving
record and-vehicle insurance.Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an applicakfil at
The Murray Ledger & Times ••
1001. Whitnell Ave
PLEA.VE NO PHONic CALLS1'
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the :
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applications for remodel associates.

If you can identify
this octogenarian
please wish her a
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
tomorrow!
Notice

the
run

her
iretart
or
ray

and
and *
aid
his
to
Tyree
at's

iell
irst

,
11

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
11
I lit Itt
.1( 'oh.

Non.' crr

tietinesaai

Non. 5 p.m.

Thurstio

ltec plr

Fitly

Thur. arn

Satuday

Thur. 1 p.rn.

Tram agipRie;
"Next Generation's
Music DJ's"
• Weddings • Py iva:e Parties
• Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karaohe
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9prn

Brandon ,270048-4413

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings

up to 75% off!

BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Feb. 28th through the end of March'

Saturday

Don't Miss This Special Sale.
For more info and to s13311 tip for special
t:ont
dials mgs go to http qch
ale( pf

YIIMER
STEVE
•
•;
•. ,
Inehiqing:

• ,,GtzTe.'14,

AllArkIRS1 7
'

70-.1152.
Murray.
HIS fr.„,.4$ Ain't-J(11M \II N1

020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

Maintenance, Overnight, Warehouse,
Day Set Up.To apply visit the hiring
kiosk inside Walmart or visit our web
site at walmart.com/apply.

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
immediate opening for a Night Shift Lead
Person (Forklift and lead experience a must:
Mon-Th 4:00pm-2,30am
Also accepting applications for various warehouse positions. Days and Nights
Applicants must apply in person. Accepting
applications Mon-Fri 9,00am-3-00pm

050
Lost and Found

060
.

lislp Wanted

L_
FOUND Young female
black Lab Near Billy
Paschall Rd
293-4753
060
Help Wanted
ANGELS Community
Clinic:
Part-time
Executive
Director
needed
Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Thursdays.
RN
required, ARNP preferred. Mail resume to
Angels Clinic, 1005
Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071 or bnng by M-th
8:30-4:00
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
Part time positions are
available.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time dayshift position for Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
DANCERS needed
Cash nightly. Wed-Sat.
270-227-4028

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calk:way Co Propane Gas
n Murray has an opening
tor a Inca' propane deltverv
Pootruck Omer and tank
set-ostalier Must have a
CDL-HazMat vilTanker
Erceltent pay, great bermMs Please call 753-7485
or toil free for Warren at
1800-8744427 ext 142 Of
ernal) Pm at
ors nwyck @ upgas corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork_com
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this webstte.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.
LEAD
generation/inside
sales. Looking for an
aggressive individual
to help grow our business. Sales,
Telemarketing, or
Customer Service
experience preferred.
Hourly rate plus commission. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N
12th St. Ste G. Murray,
KY 42071.

NEW catering, etc.
business seeking Food
Service
Specialist.
Food prep and service
skills required. Flexible
schedule. Salary negotiable. Retirees and
nutrition
students
encouraged to apply.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L, Murray,
KY 42071
PADUCAH
or
Hopkinsville
Real
Estate licensing class
since 1992.
Days or nights.
Debit/credit cards or
payment plan. 270223-0789.
deloiseadams@ yahoo
corn
RECEPTIONIST for
Dr.'s Office: Basic
Clerical
Skills,
Energetic and
Excellent Personality
for
Dealing
with
People. Experience
helpful but will
train qualified person.
Please
apply
at
Heskett Chiropractic,
1703 Hwy. 121
North,
Murray.
Monday-Thursday 8:00
- 5:00 p.m.
THE Housing Authority
of Murray has a position opening for
Maintenance Aide.
This is an hourly position requiring some
overtime and on-call
duty. Benefits include
health insurance, dental coverage, retirement benefits after
one year of employment, paid holidays,
vacation and sick
leave. Applications
and a full lob description are available at
the Housing Authority
of Murray main office
located at 716 Nash
Drive, Murray KY.
Applications will be
accepted until March
26th at noon.
VOLUNTEER Office
Receptionist: Angels
Clinic
Community
needs caring person
M-Th 8:30am-4pm for
phone and patient contact. Call 759-2223 for
information.
WANTED: A pleasant
person with computer
skills for a receptionist/property management position_ Submit
resume
to
centuryjob Gaol coin

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

VISA::

Property Menepernert. LLC

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly bulk
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS'

753-551111

Ankles
For SW
ANTIQUE brick. 1800
+/- .20cents/each
227-2336.
FRESH milk co-op
293-6989
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicSIC3C.COM

(270)753-7567.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APFILIANCE5
MAND-EMIMI49-

-60S

121ii.5f

(270)1534711

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
190
Finn Equipment
JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600, 6.000, 6,500 from
$4.500
Parts
&
Service. 502-550-4080

1, 2, 3BR homes
FSBO.
Possible
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656
2-3BR homes. Will
consider trade- motorcycle,
automobile,
camper. Bill-(270)9787656
2003 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding. shingle
roof, like new.
270-489-2525

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866
HOME cleaning servrc
es. 227-7129.
2BR, patio, no pets
$355'mo 293-6070

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR furnished
upstairs. Utilities
included. No pets.
Near downtown. $400.
270-767-7702
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision Deposit.
lease, no pets. $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2 BR brick duplex.
Located 609 Elm St.
Quiet,
residential
neighborhood. Close to
school,
hospital,
Weaks Center. C/H/A,
w/d, dw, disposal. carport. 10x20 covered
with lights and ceiling
fan.
$550+$400
deposit moves you in.
Short term lease,
Available April 10th.
293-2797.
2 BR, 2 BA, no pets
406 Bambi Cl North
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746
2 Nice Duplexes
$4754495, all appliances, lease, references, no pets
436-5927
2BR IBA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood
$475/mo. 1 month
secunty, no pets
(270)519-4831
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets.
$290/mo. 767-9037

4BR, 2.58A duplex
now available, All appliances. No pets. 1 yr.
lease. deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 28R,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances.
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished I
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo 4354273 or 293-7404
DUPLEXES behind
Printery Care, all
appliances. Call
767-9948
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances,
water, sewer, trash
electnc included
$550/mo
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
canipus. C/H/A, W8D,
$600' 2 people $6753 people. water,
sewage 8 trash furnished. no pets
(270)293-3710
LARGE rucce 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

Houses For Root
2 BR, 1 BA, 2 ca
garage, large yard,
partially fenced. $550
plus
security
and
lease. 978-7441.
2 BR, appliances, w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. S525/mo
South 9th St. 270-7670615.
2 BR. very
Coleman RE.
753-9898

VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

nice

2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required.
753-4109
3BR, 'IBA, brick ranch,
newly remodeled. 303
Woodlawn. $675/mo
plus security.
270-474-2520
3BR, 2Ba. all appliances. C/H/A in Hazel
$500/mo , references,
deposit, no pets
753-1059
3BR, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
ONLY 1 114 moles from
Murray City Limns and
M.S.U. on 121N. 3BR,
IBA w/d. with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled No
pets. Lease $600
month 270-753-1718.

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440
deposit.
(270)978-0913

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905.

irts - into
Savings!
subscribe to the
Ml RR %I

LEDGER&IBIES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
alt....,
3 two.
,$30.00
6 mo. ...............$55.00 3 mo....—.—..435.00
1 yr. --.....$105.00 6 mo.....-.--$63.00
1 yr. .....-.-....$110.00

2BR Duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
28R duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

Rest of KY/TN
Pon co A But 11•1.1 I

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

3 me.
$7030 3 mo
6 mo
$90.00 6 me.
1 yr.-...»...- $120.00 I

2BR duplex, stove
refngerator, air conditioner furnished No
pets. $325.00/mo
434-4114
2BR. 1.5BA all brick
duplex with garage in
Lynn Grove. Less than
lyr. old. All new appliances. 227-7579

Check

Money Order

Visa

$75.00

$145.00
M./t'

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.

3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedrooin Acts.
We accept Section,
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refngerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First .
month 1/2 off. Call 270- ,
348-0458.

I If)
1: I ••••

3BR $275.00.
753-6012

HOUSE & Office
cleaning References
293-1635

D.uguid Drive • Murray. K1 421171

:•%% 41 rick -tip

•

Available positions: Night

ked

ANTIQUES, Call t_arr,/
753-3633

Walmart is currently accepting

VC-

setlost
the
tier
and
ing

Want to Buy

Roy

Taking-Applicatrians for
County Route Cartier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

assoloto+

Nip
: of
On,
the
chbe

TAO

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

NM)EXTRA CAW?

:ers
the

\I.-.

R.111.111

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Moths
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

• Minimal Hour& • Monthly

010

Fri.11 Lit
Sine iroef

5825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
extra tor Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver I
Tee PonRsher matr
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0.1 any submitted matte,

IMMEDIATE, OPENING
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and
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DEADLINES
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88.50 Column Inch,60. Discount 2nd Run,
40';': Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ad, Most Run Within 6 Day Period
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Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
hi

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Tuesday, March 24, 2009

IT'S TIME TO GET
RID OF THOSE
UNWANTED ITEMS
By HAVING A
YARD SALE!

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Murray Ledger & limes

r

11.111.
ilLE-7
7 ri

Dods & Odors

Auto Parts

YARD SALE KIT
WITH PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD!

USED TIRES
14 IS. 16 inch
Startinilat S20

(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

mounted

titll 753-5606
1x2 Holds up to 30 words
One Day SILO°

1989 14 aluminum
Starcraft 1975 251'ip
excellent
Evinrude.
condition 753-0783

Sport Utility Viides

Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00
2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day $18.00
Two days $28.00

2004 Chewolet Z71
Suburban
loaded.
Excellent
condition.
45,500 miles
one
owner. 516,000
.,O3 4646

Three days $35.00
Used Cars

112:1

LEDGER &TIMES

- UUTIVA'rE

,•

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Fertile
.4 2Acre+
. - Li-1,51,We opCulDe:Sec. 1
'
'AJniletiS40,000
". 7;594017
..2934144

Al! ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

$12 Whitnell Are.

53-3853
J60
Storage Rentals -1

All sizes tc
fit your needs
Located hs
!riatgy radio station
753-8359 759-9854

390
vestock & Supplies
HAY for sale. Hybnd
Bermuda grass (horse
quality) square bale
$5.50 each, Mixed
Grass rolls $40/each.
270-293-3805
PIGS: 3 months old.
$30. Large Durock
Boar $25. 489-2741
SQUARE bale
$3.50 per bale
978-1927

hay.

Straw for sale
293-6989
410
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
pewter of 121 S &(
10810 $2.5 10xI5 640
(270)4362524
(270)293-6906

Public Sale
CHViS.REAL-7
AltICTiOtc

I' 1ATE-8

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
"Safe & clean
•We seii boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.
oggsss
Soil Hors e
24 7 Self Storage
121N Across From
National Guard Armory
759-55

1500 sq. ft. Store
rontage, 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month.
Cali 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480

Pets & Supplies
DACHSHUND/DOBER
MAN mix 4-male, 1
female, $60. 474-9722
DOG Obedience
436-2858
YORKIE
pupple.;.
Ready 130, 5-8Ibs. fJll
grown $500.
270-748-5549

Grain fed beef, all net
rral 270-474-2226 or
270-227-7424

4e4 Estate
Murray ledger Ic Tunes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is skied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes i
Illegal to advertise any preler
,nee. limitation of discnnunaiton based on race, color. relicorn, itA, handicap, familial status or national anti:in, or intention to make am such preferences, limitations or discrtminanon.
'tate laws forbid discruninahor
in the sale. rental or advertising
, it teal estate based on (actors In
addition to thow' protected
under federal law
Inte will knowing!, ao.ein aro
advertising for reaf estak csh,ch
IS not tn violation itit the lass All
persons are herebs informed
that all dwellings advertned are
available on an equal opportunity bass
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,01)3)648-1000

11.1,011. NOWT:

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218
Lake Property
KENTUCKY Lake!
1.41 AC - $24,500
Was $39.900)
Heavily wooded, high
elevation
lake access parcel
with FREE covered
boat slips.
Walk to nature
preserve & fishing
pond. Low
financing. Cal now 1800-704-3154. x 2239.
GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

Homes For Sale

07 Burgundy Corvette.
5,000 miles. 293-1231

3BR, 2BA new construction
Campbell
Estate. Great price.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.

1997 Nissan Maxima,
high mileage, excellent
condition. $3600.
(270)293-3244;
(270)753-4276

3BR, 2BA, 2-story
cedar home. 5 private
acres. Fruit & hardwood trees. Appliances
included.
$89,500
270-227-4862.
3BR, 2BA, 2.5 car
garage on 1 acre lot.
off Oaks Country Club
Rd. $134.000.
270-210-4563.
3BR, 2 Bath ranch, 20
acres fenced, large
barn, 4-horse stalls, 6garages, Paris, Tenn,
private. $229,900, or
rent
$1,100.
References required.
Call Tom Moody 0
Moody RE.
1-800-642-5093
BEAUTIFUL 3Bedroom, 1-Bath
1350 Sq-Ft ,brick.
1502 Henry St.

$87,500
Call: 812-677-1046
FSBO 3BR, 2BA, brick
home. Features hardwood. tile, stainless
steel appliances and
fenced back
yard.
$119,000.
1500
Johnson Blvd.
270-210-0663
MURRAY Estates. 3
BR,
2.5
BA,
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
7 67-2246.

NEW 2100sqft. brick
home. Hill top view. 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see. $144,000. By
owner. 519-8570
New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HOME.COM

\

I h

H

,tillt

IHrilsot!

Myrray Ladgsr.itPenes
270-7531916

bloodline. Vet checked, wormed, first shots
Parents on site. Ready for new homes middle of
April Males $400. Females $500.
(270)759-1206 or(270) 227-6212

graduation
GREAT
presents' 2001 Honda
Civic. Loaded, sunroof,
light hail damage.
$4,195 obo, $2,500
below book. Both vehicle have all service
record. 1997 Explorer
Eddie Bauer. Every
option. Leather, sunroof. ext. $3,695,
$1,400 below book.
Open to reasonable
offers. Have 2 new
cars. 417-337-3561.

3 bedroom, 1 1/2
baths, 2-car garage,
workshop, on 4 acres
land. Priced to sell.
Phone 293-6392.
3,000sq.ft. home with
full-basement 4-5BR.
3BA with detatched
garage on 5-acres
3yrs. old 3mi. north of
Lynn-Grove or 1836.
$265,000. 435-4662

Call us we will be
SOINI 00 hllip;

SHIH-TZU puppies. AKC registered. Imperial

11

ntefco slarrng
: •ScrarctrRerpeval
400J:873:J724.-'

HARLEY
Davidson
FLHTCI, blue/silver.
1.800 miles. 293-1231.
2008 50cc scooter,
1.600 miles. 100mpg.
$600 obo. 978-5874.

99 Buick Park Avenue
local, leather, loaded,
$3,750. 753-8096/7532633

500

Used %eke
2003 Dodge Dakota
SLT. 4WD, VS, 47.000
miles, loaded, fiberglass topper, bed rug.
new Michelin tires, red.
supernice. $10,500.
(270) 293-4814
1995 Freightliner, 430470 Detroit '60"
series, 10 speed
Eaton. Can be seen at
East Valley Diesdel
Repair. Call Paul
(270)767-1773
1985 S-10, $700.00.
753-5094 or 978-0742
G10
Campers
05 Chevrolet Conques
32ft. 11,000 miles.
293-1231•

'
Licensed & Insured
Scheduled Mowing
'
FREE ESTIMATES

20ft Jet Boat, 450
Chevrolet
engine
Blue, orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer. 293-1231.

•

ilkat
"
!AWN -SERVICE
taWikimag,
A.
: -Lutds.callios.0 .

Vacuuming
Seniefection isarasieed
753-1816 227-06

Mowing
1
Lawn
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
753-2594, 227-9153.

Y94JR ,‘
'COW* OF.
lfRE !Ara
ON1:11-47.5:00
A -6119NT H
CAtt...75I-19i6

Hill Electric
Since 1486
24 HOUR SERVICE

Res . Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years. Tree
service also. Call Don,
Murray area.
A+ Sheet Metal
*Roofs & Buildings
*Sold & Installed
Free Estimates
(270)227-1178
(270)705-7576

•RoG)inl •Rissodefiew
.Repairs *Amami
.1Nte jot, 400 small
•rimancing Avaikbble

Call

270427.1591
AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots
(270) 753-5482
ALL Carpentry
Construction
'Homes •Rernodeling
• Decks 'Screened
Porches 'Garages
"Rotten
'Sagging
Floors -Termite
Damage *Horne &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASHCRAFT
Home
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows. roofing &
repair flooring- hardwood & tile, interior
trim work. Reasonable
rates. Insured. 2931132 Dwayne Ashcroft

Sr

411,..41 .11

,

75941.504,
_ 7.53-1537 _

"1:RAV
Pa:ing..seahdaiirin.
"
l4)'.) Ilt.‘‘

GRASSHOPPERS
Discount Lawn Service
227-5787

I ramt s
Scrim's Inc)
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
'Trees shaped, trireme° or removed
'Stump Removal "All modern epquipmeni
-24 hour emergency service 'Licensed & Insureu

Ron Frame Jr.
Res 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
'No rob is complete

urr, i

EIRLtSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks preswashed
and
sure
stained

ht's

-Spring Clean-up
'Mowing 'Mulching
-Trimming
Jeremy 293-3983

270- 93-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding liv
wood insured

CONCRETE finishing
Dnveways, sidewalks
etc. 752-0500,
759-3229
COWBOY-UP
ROOFING
Shingle WO.. Metal
Rubber Roofing
F Lilly insured
Free Estimates
(270) 782-2387
(270) 7125-5977

Ii cl 1..1$11.
NfollAt.FMF:NY

759-1151 • 293-2783
L
293-2784

• lot 8 Ext Panting
• Handyman Work
• 30 years exp

(270)293-8688
(270)489-2069

(
Niart-de

•IDEsS,
, . JOBS'

DNJ
painting,decks,
remodeling,repair,
storm cleanup etc
293-5438

AURORA TREE COMPANY-For all your tree
care needs:
'Cut, trim
and
removal.
'Debris removal.
New planting and
care.
'Residential and commercial.
1270) 703-9523
Benton,KY
Licensed and insured.

ClaM Lawn Caro
22741475

REuBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Servicing Calloway &
Marshall Co
Free estimates
(270) 293-2797

Jcr.cir i\ S(rfil
Scitrot,

'

Aldridge 8 McCuiston
Poo},Pq Cc,

51444•-• 227

6.0

ysiore ikap.
conawctor
F-e• Esitmetes
(270(293-4010
270)293-1924
18+

LAWN moving service
15 years experience
Free
estimates
Insured 759-4564

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-815E,
270-293-0034

WEbELS TREE
SERVICE
-Local •Lic & ins
•Tnmming
*Take down .Removal
43ticket Truck *Chopper
(270)293-8105
(270)841-1586

75381,82' .S..
:(eitt 2.17472Er
MISC

ODOM
270-227- 3574
wirs.houswoettetriccaton

i/

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

painting, electric, etc
227-6535.
MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenan. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc.
available. Call Steve
767-9178.

'Free estimates.
'Guarantee 100% customer satisfaction.
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs,
bushogging,
tilling,
blade work.
H-436-5277
C-978-0543

(270)976-0606
(270382-2028
Quicker, Better,
Cheaper!

DAVIS Handywork's

HANDYMAN

We'll clean-up yard
and rake
Free estimates
Tim Becker

at pickups
•(nett:. 4
•locally ,.‘writilicipesated

121W ...1.753-868r'
,-241 1;12
'
011 1- k6
F)k.plassl
•

Roofing, small home
garages
repairs,
decks, siding, windows, doors & home
building to suit. No job
too small.
(270)227-9484

ustorner is satisfied

PHILLIEtS .ROS
AWN CARE

2711:153-2279-

227-2617
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
*Roof Leaks
*Sheetrock
*Decks
No tob too small
227-9641
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Commercial &
Residential

480

Free!!
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(270) 227 9212
M&R Tree Service
Providing brush pickup & removal, tree cutting, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Any
Insured

YEARRY S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

I titiillation
'Ceramic •Maible
'Hardwood
Licensed & Insured

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages,
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Rooting
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Baltimore museum puts art under the big top
BALTIMORE
(AP)
Curators at the Baltimore
Museum of Art knew they were
getting an early Pablo Picasso
masterpiece, "The Acrobat
Family," in a rare loan from the
Goteborg Museum of Art in
Sweden. Building a show around
the picture turned out to be easy.
"We looked through our holdings," said Oliver Shell, associate
curator of European paintings
and sculpture, "and, lo and
behold, the Baltimore Museum
has a considerable amount of
works inspired by the circus."
Such was the offhand inspiration for "A Circus Family:
Picasso to Leger," which invites
visitors to step under the big top
and explore artists' fascination
with the circus from about 1880
to 1950. There was so much to
choose from that Shell narrowed
the exhibit's focus to the more
intimate, one-ring circus popular
in Europe, excluding the threering American variety.
The show includes 36 works by
Picasso. most of them drawings
and etchings from the museum's
collection that were acquired by
sisters Etta and Claribel Cone in
the early 20th century. The Cone
sisters later became the museum's most prominent benefactors.
"The Acrobat Family" (19051
was the first Picasso painting
purchased by an American collector - Leo Stein, the brother
of Gertrude Stein. He hung it in

their Paris apartment, where the
Cone sisters saw it and were
smitten, Shell said. The Cones
eventually bought more than 100
of Picasso's etchings and drawings.
Many of the etchings treated
subjects similar to "The Acrobat
Family," a strange and haunting
picture of a gaunt harlequin sitting next to his wife and child,
whose pose is meant I(
oke

classical paintings of the Virgin
Mary. To the woman's right sits a
monkey that Shell calls an "odd
beast" because it looks more like
a baboon than a trained circus
monkey.
Other major Picasso pictures in
the show include 'Two Acrobats
With Dog," on loan from the
Museum of Modem An in New
York, and "Head of Harlequin,"
from the Detroit Institute of Arts.

"A lot of it is slightly nostalgic.
It's about being an outcast. It's
about being shiftless, going from
town to town, not being rooted.
That's sort of autobiographical,"
said Shell, who noted that
Picasso in 1905 was not yet a
superstar in the art world and had
been shuffling back and forth
between Paris and Barcelona.
Spain

OUR DECK IS OPEN
FOR BUSINESS!
We also have two sets of Cornhole Boards,

1/2 Off Games on Mon.-Wed.

1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 759-8866
Hours Mon -Sat. I I am-Midnight
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